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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

THIS WEEK.

A. H. Norris-Dry Goods.
Kxcc. notice—Kst. Sylvanus G. Haskell.
Exec, notice—Kst. Kben ltlnlsdell.
Augustus J. Sargent—Caution notice.
Owen By rn—Clothing.
C. H. Emery— House for sale.
Admr. notice—Kst. Howe A Co.
Probate notice—Kst. Hosea -I. King.
Probate notice—Kst. Emily E. Hamilton.
Insolvency notice.
K. W. Lon I—Teachers’ examination.
c. II
estate agent.
K. A. Coombs—Fountain pen.
Probiit»* notice—Accounts tiled for settlement.
A. W. Cushman—Wall paper.
Augusta, Me.:
8. T. Cannon—Agents wanted.

Emery—Heal

aids

Sometimes

purchasers.

Bellatty

is ill at his home

High

oi

street.

“Exam-

is:

Our suggestion

C. E.

Miss Cassie Stover is visiting her father
Jonesboro.

at

fident that the

The city schools closed to-day for the
spring vacation.

vou

arc

inspect our stock, that we
now offering at cost, and
far below cost,

articles

main

the

closely

more

will be your

greater

We will sell

goods.
pins at 2c.

for the

you
thread

at 4c.

liking

per paper,
per spool; silk

at Go.;

twist at 20.;

print

at

4 i-2c;

good

cloth

at

4 i-ec.—all

cotton

stock

our

at cost

If. XORRJS,

\

W. S. Kane has returned to Brooklin
for the summer.

James E. Parsons is

Harbor to-

in Bar

day (Wednesday).
Col. C\ C. Burrill has returned from
few days’ trip to Portland.

a

Houghton, of Boston, is the guest
of Miss Mary F. Hopkins.
Mrs.

The high school will open Monday,
after a vacation of two weeks.

STREET.

NO. 9 MAIN

Kev. James 1). O'Brien is now rapidly
from his severe illness.

recovering

Miss Nellie IL Kane, of East port, is the
G Stevens, this week.
guest of Mrs
An excellent supper was served at the
l ; -arian vestry last Wednesday evening.
rl 111

|

■

11

Kl

III:

a

1.. m

Percy Bartlett, principal of the Thomhigh school, is spending a few days

at

home in this city.

Kev. J. T. Crosby, of Brewer, formerly
located here, will preach at the Methodist
church next Sunday morning.

party of friends was pleasantly enteron Tuesday evening by Mrs. C. K.
Foster, at her home on Bridge Hill.
Ellsworth has the greatest curiosity in
new
all the
city governments—-a live
We can offer customers big bargains populist alderman.—Lewiston Journal.
The young people’s society of the Conin Men's Pants, ami now is the time to
church will hold a service and
gregational
buy. If you want the very best pants business meeting Thursday evening of
made for every day hard service, buy this week.
A

tained

George S. Swett, until recently the proprietor of the Franklin house of this
city, has, with his wife, moved to
The
Gilead, Me.

the Johnson Pants. We are willing
to guarantee that these pants are the

The

many

friends

of

Miss

Lillian

Preshy will be pleased to hear that she
has accepted a clerkship at the, office of
register of probate.
H. W. Carr is hauling stone for the
foundation ot the new market he will
build on Water street, adjoining the
building he at present occupies.

Kegistcr-of-Probate

Dorr

is in Augusta.

There is to be a meeting today (Thursday)
of the new commission of which he has
recently been appointed a member.

things

we

have to offer.
And the wel-

comewillseem
warmer

your

and

visit

pleasanter

when younote
the low prices

careful
buying and
experience
make possible.

our

Dr. Thomas N. Drake, of Pittsfield, the
well-known horse breeder, has been in
town for several days, accompanied by
his wife and child. They were the guests

amjrrtisnnnUB.

RECEIVED

Monday,

AUSTIN

March 18,

JOY,

Manning Block, ELLSWORTH,

JUSTIN

1000 Rollsof Wall Paper.

Largest Assortment

SHADES

25c.

ME.

IN T1IE CITY.

M. FOSTER,

CAUrKNTF.lt

AND

JUTII.DEU.

drtiw plans, make estimate*, take contracts j
"raH <’lu>s»
».f building*.
First < la** work
nuinship guarnnteetl.
1

Special
Water

attention
St.

given

to

Sanitary Work.

Ellsworth, Me.

three-fifths vote of the hoard to

Co!. Jefferson Hodgkins, of Chicago, a
former Hancock county boy, has been rea
elected
commissioner. The
park
Chicago Suburban Star says: “When a
year ago Col. Hodgkins was appointed a
member of the South Park commission
we took occasion to say that the selection
had been most judiciously made, and to
congratulate the people of the town of
Lake upon having for the first time in
the history of the South Park secured a
representative upon the board of commissioners. The work of the past year is
eminently satisfactory and shows some
very energetic action on the part of the
commission. In nearly all of the work
undertaken can be seen the hand of the
colonel.”
Dr. Charles S. Bragdon has purchased
dental business of Dr. Williams, 711,
Boylston street, Boston, and will leave
Ellsworth Monday. Mrs. Bragdon will
remain here a few weeks longer before
leaving for her new home. The business
which Dr. Bragdon has purchased has
been established twenty-five years and
Dr. Williams, who is
has a large practice.
seventy-five years of age, fell recently and
broke his leg, thus necessitating his rethe
from
business. While
tirement
friends of Dr. Bragdon congratulate him
upon the excellent opportunity which
has presented itself and wish him every
success, they regret the departure of
himself and his estimable wife from
Ellswort h.
the

Plans for the

of

for thirteen years
Joseph’s Catholic church

St.

here, but

now

St.

at

Lewiston, preached

a

Patrick’s Day from his old
He was welcomed by a large

congregat ion.
Andrew P. Hogan of Eureka, Cal., was
instantly killed by a fall from an electric
light pole at Eureka, March o. His w idow
is a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. II. A. Pierce
of this city, and she and two small children

are

still in California.

Council, No. JOT, Royal Arwill entertain its friends at Manning hall this (Thursday) evening. The
entertainment will consist of dancing
and whist. The members of the committee on entertainment are li. (J. Smith,
John \V. Coughlin and F. A. Coombs.
Ellsworth

canum,

second gathering of the participants
opera “Priscilla” will be held at
the home of Mrs. A. W. Cushman this
(Thursday) evening. It will be decided
this meeting whether or not
it is
at
practicable to accept the invitation of the
A

in

the

Village improvement society to repeat
the performance.
The following Odd Fellows went to

Future

Home at

ENTERED A8 SECOND-CLASS MATTER
AT ELLSWORTH POST OFFICE.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

Success of the

The Maine Relief Corps Home corporators held a meeting at Skew began,
Tuesday, March 19, at the residence of
George R. Safford, president of the corporat ion.
Plans for the future success of the home
located at Newport were thoroughly discussed and it was unanimously decided
to carry forward the work begun; to
secure suitable persons, to act as superintendent and matron, and take as many
applicants as the limited accommodations
will permit.
Aged and feeble couples
and widows will be received in preference
toothers. There are at present forty applicants; twenty-eight are men and their
wives, ten of whom can be eared for.
The necessary repairs will he made on the
buildings and the dwelling-house entirely refurnished.
This charity like all others will receive
its share of assistance from the generous citizens of the State, and with the
promised help of the Grand Army posts
and the National I’nion Relief corps they
have no doubt of its future.
The following resolve was unanimously

adopted;
That we highly appreciate
Resolved,
untiring efforts of Mrs. Ella Jordan
Mason, the retiring president, who under
our direct ions and w ith our endorsement
has travelled, spoken, raised funds and
been so successful in securing the location at Newport for the establishing of
the home.
Relieving her to be thoroughly equipped for the work we are not willing to
dispense w ith her valuable services and
hereby prefer the request that she still
continue her efforts to secure the necessary funds to enlarge the home and the
maintenance of the same.
They hope to have everything in order
by May 1, and hold their next board
in* (ting t here.
the

A.». CUSHMAN & CO.,
No.

1

Franklin Street.

1 2.

KM BEK
A* C--I

*H*

U. S. Gov't Report

Powder
Absolutely pure
A Trip to Tunk.
Last Friday evening a party from Augusta made up of senators, representatives and several invited guests, stopped
over in Ellsworth on their way to Tunk
pond, where they were entertained Saturday and Sunday by W. II. l^awrence, of
Sorrento, at the new camp he has recently built on the shore of the pond td
replace the one burned last summer.
While here the visiting statesmen wetfl
the guests of the Abenaquis club. Fo>jblowing is a list of the visitors:
Senators—A. It. Day, of Corinna: Elliot
Wood, of Winthrop; it. C. Penney, of
Monson; C. A. Marston, of Skowkegan;
M. L. Reynolds, of Sidney.
W. S. Littlefield, of
Representatives
Belfast; C. A. McCollough, of Calais, W.
H. Williams, of Augusta; T. R. Spear, of
Rockland.
Other visitors Mr. Bartlett, of Bangor;
W. I. Wood, of Corinna, county com
missioner of Penobscot county; [
S,
Heald, of Waterville; Nathan Weston, of
Augusta; A. I. Brown, post-master of
Belfast; Dr. O. P. Lombard, of Belfast, of
the governor’s staff.
Others who joined the party Saturday
morning were W. T. Haines, of Waterville; Fred Plaisted,of Augusta, editor o?
the New Age; M. S. Campbeil, trust*
of
the State insane hospital; II. L. Sheph erd,
of Rockport, a member of the executive
council. The party was accompanied to
Tunk by Arno W. King, of this city.

TOWN MEETINGS.
Officers

Elected and Api
Voted.
WINTER

oprlations

HARBOR.

of Winter Harbor
town
The new
elected its first town officers as follows:
Selectmen, assessors and overseers of
the poor, Thomas R. Hammond, chairman; James A. Gerrish and Frank E.
Weston.
Clerk, Ernest Rice.
Treasurer, C. E. Pendleton.
Collector of taxes, H. E. Tracy.
School committee, S. H. Atkins, P. A.
Sumner, Frank G. Tracy, Frank G. Norris
and Robert Corbett. S. H. Atkins, supervisor.

Road commissioner, Andrew J.Gerrish.
Constables, W. H. Parker, R. M.Torrey,
A. J. Guptill, Edward F. Ober, P. H. Joy,
Llewellyn Pendleton, Newell Pettee and
W. P>. Harrington.
Auditor, Walter B. Harrington.
SORRENTO.

The first town meeting at the new town
of Sorrento will be held to-day (Thurs-

day).

HANCOCK.

the town meeting March 11, the
following officers were elected:
Moderator and auditor, A. 15. Crabtree.
Clerk, 11. C. Crabtree.
Selectmen, overseers of the poor and
assessors, Jeremiah Stratton, H.C. CrabAt

committee, C. 15. Young, superTracy, E. L. Kingman, F. C.
Moon, W. L. Coggins, E. R. Hodgkins.
W. L. Coggins was elected supervisor
of schools, hut being engaged to teach
Sehool

visor;

Newport.

V

j$

)

tree, R. H. Young.
Treasurer, A. R. Crabtree.

WOMAN’S RELIEF CORPS.

nass

hi* veto.

sermon on

“The IJoys” Entertain.
The party given by “the boys” at Hancock hall last Friday evening was one of
the most successful social events of the
season.
“The boys
were fifteen young
men of the city.
They represented various occupations as follows: Shoe manufacturing, A. E. Reeves, E. J. Walsh. D*
L. Jarvis; law, J. A. Stuart; groe< rs. II,
Morang, F. Morang, H. F. Hopkins, b',
M.
Gaynor;
lumber, W. F. Aiken;
“Uncle Sam,” F. If. Lord, of the post-

A. L.

the grammar sehool in Bar Harbor for
another year, lie v\ns unable to fill the

position.
The
voted:

following

appropriations

were

Common schools, what law requires; repairs on sehoolhouses, $125;
text books, $150; support of poor, $180;
incidental

expenses, $800;

paying
high and

town

office; druggists, C. F. Mexander. Gc rgC
P. Woodward; hardware, W. W. MorriY. McGown, U M,
son; banking, M.
FRANKLIN.
Moore; carriages, George S. Foster: printlast
was
held
town
The annual
meeting
ing, George E. Packard; physiciaus,
Monday, March 18. It was an unusually Harry < )sgood; undertakers, A. K. Cushlarge ami enthusiastic meeting, the oc- man.
casion of it all being a sort of celebration
About seventy-live couples participated
$800; repairing
ways, $1,200, cash tax.

debt,

town

of the fact that the town, for the first
time in forty years, is out of debt, and
The
has a surplus in the treasury.
following officers were elected;

in the
were

grand march.

A number of tab (eel

arranged around

the

room

and

on

the stage for the accommodat e of
those who desired to take a hand at
whist. Music was furnished by Monaghan's orchestra.
Light refreshments were served during
the evening at the right of the stage, and
at the end of each dance a jolly party
gathered there.
It was a late hour when the party broke
up, all voting “the boys” the best of

Moderator, W. W. Rragdon.
Town clerk, Frank K. Blaisdell.
Selectmen, assessors and overseers of
the poor. O. C. Donnell. A. L. Fernald, G.
A. Martin.
Treasurer, L. C. Rragdon.
Collector, G. A. Martin.
Town a£rent. W. W. Bratrdon.
Auditor, John 1\ Gordon.
Member of school committee, W. E.

entertainers.

Bragdon.

Special Board of Trade Meeting.
Brooklin last week to assist in the instiA special meeting of Ellsworth s board
tution of a new lodge in that town:
of trade was belli at Manning hall last
Messrs. F. S. Call, G. W. Higgins. E. D.
Thursday evening to hear the report of
ttie soliciting committee in the matter of
Carr, W. J. Logan, C. J. Brown, F. E.
the electric railway.
Gray, M. M. Davis, A. H. Joy, L. \V.
For the committee, Mr. Norris reported
Jordan, E. E. Rowe, L. F. Hooper, E. F.
that signed pledges amounting to $9,400
Robinson, J. II. Brimmer and C. F. Davis.
bad been secured, and that verbal pledges
Delegates from Bar Harbor and from
Bluehill were also present.
of $400 bad been given.
the certainty* that the
view of
In
The governor has signed the bill preEntertainment at tile ( nitarian Vestry, i remainder of the sum required could be
scribing that hereafter w hen property is
A large audience witnessed the prod lie- I
a
committee, consisting of Mr.
destroyed by fire, municipal officers must tion of the two one-act farces, “A Slight • raised,
King ami Mr. Gallert, was directed to go
make an investigation of the circum- 1
Misunderstanding,”and “A Ticket to the to Bluehill on Saturday to meet Mr.
stances and cause, within six days of its
at the l nitarian vestry Tues- Stover
Circus,”
and inform him of the work
The city or town clerk shall
occurrence.
The humorous situations,
evening.
day
already accomplished.
make a record of the facts and transmit
which were admirably presented by those
The only other action taken by the
them to the insurance commissioner.
who
part, amused the audience. board was the adoption of the following
Any officer neglecting or refusing to per- The t^Jok
stage settings were really artistic and resolution, offered by Mr. Sowle:
form any duty required of him by the
prettyV
Whereas, It is desirous, in asking from the
act shAll be fined not exceeding flOO.
AH h preiuur iuisacs uuuic u. .uiviu«
general government at the next term of ConAt ft meeting of Lygonia lodge last
and
Minnie Hodgkins played a piano gress an appropriation for dredging Hulun
Wednesday evening, it was voted not to duet. Miss Sophia Walker played a river, to show good faith on our part, that we
from present quarters on State
should take preliminary steps to prevent the
move
violin solo as an interlude.

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.
Stobrrttsmtcnts.

—

the
ning block.

lodge
to

profit.
II.

n

on

move.

masonic

in ManAt a meeting of Esoteric
Thursday evening it was voted
Thus the new rooms will be

occupied by

PRICES CONSISTENT
We carrj the
with good goods
fair

for

I

Collins, Bar Harbor; Charles Blance, jr.,
J. B. Cole, Prospect Harbor; F. E. Pettingill, Franklin; A. S. Penney, Mariaville;
S. W. Cousins, N. F. Twining, George E.
Marks, East Bluehill; E. E. Chase, John
M. Snow, F. P. Merrill, Bluehill; S. H.
Dority, Mrs. C. If. Closson, Sedgwick;
F. L. Savage, Northeast Harbor; S. W.
Randall, Fred P. Robinson, Southwest
Harbor; J. C. Long, Cherryfleld.

Ellsworth. When the mayor desires to
exercise this right, it will be necessary

street to

GROCERIES flartains and Window Shades.
T1IE YEAR ’ROUND.

a

List of letters remaining uncalled for
the Ellsworth post-office, March IK:
Miss Jennie Burton, Mrs. Alphia Moore;
Mrs. Edward T. Milliken, Miss Belle
Moore, L. O. Whitman.

at

ISOii

AT TH

new

rooms

Blanquefort commandery,

Acadia R. A. chapter and Esoteric lodge.
The dedication of the new rooms will
probably take place the latter part of

April.
Mrs. George Parcher, who has for a week
past been seriously ill, is at the present
writing slightly improved. As is well
known, Mrs. Parcher has been an invalid
for many years, but in spite of her misfortune has always kept in touch with
affairs, and is one of the best-informed
persons in this community. A host of
friends hope for her speedy recovery, in
spite of her advancing years.
Mr. and Mrs. John II. Brimmer entertained a party of friends, numbering
about forty, at the American house last
Monday evening. The large dining-room
was
cleared, and small tables arranged
conveniently for card playing. An ex
cellent supper, served in landlord Week's
best style, was served about 11 o’clock.
It was a most enjoyable time, and Mr.
and Mrs. Brimmer were unanimously
voted to be most excellent hosts.

The casts of characters
sketches were as follows:

in the

two

therefore
Thai a committee of three he apthis hoard of trade to confer with
if they will agree
our mill owners to see
unitedly to take such measures as may be

t.'lavcrly.George Grant

necessary in order absolutely to take care of
the waste front their mills, that the custom of
throwing such waste Into the river may be
entirely stopped, and that said committee l»e requested to report at the next regular meeting of
the board of trade the result of their conference

Austin

Richard Fenton.A. E. Austin
“A

TICKET TO

THE

CIKCU8.”

Tompkins, a photographer. .E. K. Hopkins
Mrs. sheet/., an old lady.Helen II. Wiggin
Arabella, her daughter.Lizzie L. Wiggin
Josh, from the country.George Grant
Mrs. Benson.Bessie Byrne
The Baby...Hercules Hamilton Benson, jr
I.Indy, a young girl.Sophia Walker
Mr.

Church Notes.
The subject uf the people’s service at
the Congregational church next Sunday
evening will be 4,I am the Hood Shepherd.”
The fourth quarterly meeting service of
this conference year will be held at the
Methodist church next Sunday. There
ill be a love feast at 9.45 a.m. Sermon
bythcIJev. J. T. Crosby, of Brewer, at
10.30 a. m. Holy Communion after sermon.
Sunday school at 12 m. The evening service as usual. Everybody is invited.

Fire at Surry.
Among visitors to the city during the
Levi Carlisle’s house on the Toddy
past week were A. I.. Morgan, F. I). FosPond road was burned Monday, together
ter and son, Mrs. Charles Southard, A. E.
I^awrence, W. 11. Puffer, jr., E. S. Clark, with its contents. Cause unknown, lnE. J. Morrison, B. L. Higgins, Frank I sured.

1

continuation of the present custom of millowners of throwing waste into Union river;

MISUNDERSTANDING.”
Fenton.Eva Nealley
Dorothy King.Frances Foster
Herbert Vane.Wui. W. Morrison
“A SLIGHT

Louise

1

MCDONALD

u

A FULL SPRING STOCK OF

and

land, commencing at 2 p. m., Thursday,
March 28. Delegates will be present from
the Ellsworth board.

pulpit here.
of

E.

aston

is extended to
you to come
and see the
many new
and beautiful

The State board of trade will hold its
semi-annual meeting at city hall, Port-

pastor

this
Thurher, formerly
place, now of St. John. N. B., has been
visiting relatives here.
Frank

Welcome

“Banking.”

right proportions.
Rev. T. F. Butler,

fair to be

Bank Examiner Charles M. Hatch, of
was in our city last week on

A Warm

James E. Parsons, cashier of Burrill
national bank, will address the students
of t he commercial high school next Frisubject
day afternoon at 2 o’clock:

Mrs. Henry M. Browm and daughter
Bertha have been visiting friends in

a

ltuektield,
business.

>li:.

All persons who desire to teach in the
public schools are requested to meet at
the School street grammar school-house,
Tuesday, April 9, at 9 o’clock, for exami-

May.

making
held early in

nr.

Bangor.

I.I.SWOHTII,

place.

over

l'

brief visit to Bos-

King’s Daughters

arrangements for

I

of this

The slereopticon recently purchased to
be used in illustrating Sunday school
work
at
the Congregational Sunday
school, proves to be a line one, the long
range lens giving clear, definitive and

The

W. K. I’ARKKR & (U.

Devereux

Friends of Dr. J. F. Munning and Miss
Manning of this city, regret to learn of
the death of their sister, Mrs. Charles M.
Coolidge, of Waterford, last Thursday.
Miss Manning left Friday for Waterford.
Governor Cleaves has signed the bill
giving the veto power to the mayor of

ton.

and

K.

his sister, Mrs. W. K. Parker.

.*1

$1.00.

of Postmaster A.

At the quarterly meeting at the Methodist church next Sunday, the sacrament
of the Lord’s Supper will be administered. The pastor will be assisted by
Kev .1. T. Crosby of Brewer.

turned Monday from

best that any market affords.
prices are S•_* 75, *3.00, S3.50

C’apt. Charles A. Devereux, of Bucksport, whose death on Wednesday of last
week is reported elsewhere, was a brother

George P. Woodward has returned
a dying trip to Chicago.
Harry C. Mason, who has been quite ill
with rheumatic fever, is improving.
Harry B. Lowell, of Portland, is visiting
from

Fine ice boating has been enjoyed at
Branch pond the past week.

less.

or

There is to be a supper at the Methodist
vestry this Thursday afternoon at 6
o’clock. The proceeds will be devoted to
payment of church debt.

nation.

goods and prices carefully
before buying.” We are conine

of Mr. and Mrs. George VV. Whiting.
I^ast Monday evening the doctor was entertained at the Nicolin club house by a
party of friends.

91lj
—

Resolved,

pointed by

with said mill-owners.

voted that this committee be apby the chair. Messrs. Sowle,
Hollins and Dr. W. M. Haines were apIt

was

pointed

pointed.

_

Messrs. King and Gallert being unable
meet Mr. Stover,
to go to Bluehill to
Messrs. Drummey and Hollins went late
Sunday night, the boat having been delayed about twenty-four hours.
Early Monday morning Mr. Stover was
interviewed for n few moments only, as
he was compelled to return by the boat
that left Bluehill shortly after 7 o’clock.
Mr. Stover was informed as to what had
been accomplished, but gave in return no
definite information as to what his
further intentions were.
To the Pyramids by trolley may soon be
possible trip. The Egyptian government has just granted a concession for an
electric railroad in Cairo, and the Pyramids are only eight miles away.

a

Great Attractions.

i,
_________________

Trula' Astonisii in<;. M iss Annette N.
“Avrt'h
Moen, Fountain, Minn. says.
Cherry Pectoral has had a wonderful
effect in curing niv brother's children of
It was truly
a severe and dangerous cold.
astonishing how speedily they fouiiQ
relief after taking this preparation

Tiie American:

Professional Carts.

II. Column.

£. (£.

U).

UM’FTITF FOR WHISKY.

Ill*

CHRISTIAN FNBF.AY OR.
..

nr

I lie

Comment I'\ Rev. S. II. Boyle.

17

Tore —Wincing others
and how?—Acts viii. 3ft-oP

from

r>

uce

as he was reading toe .scriptures, which,
however, he did not understand. Explaining away the difficult!, s. Philip

led him to a true knowledge of God in
J, -Us Christ by preaching Christ as He
is et ; rtli in the Scriptures ami thus
fore us, from
illustrat 1
1 V
XV
what, to what and how we are to win

others.
1. Prom what are we to win others?
In g. aural we may answer from anything that pr. vents them from having a
true apprehension of God in Jesus
Chris'. In the cas before us it was igthat caused the misapprehennoran
sion The Ethiopian read the Script ir. s
concerning Christ, hut he did not understand them. IE did not know to
wh m they referred. Philip had to lead

Ignorance keeps
him from ignorance
many from a true apprehension of God
in Jesus Christ.
Many, like the Ethiopian, have no one to guide them, and
mai’vxvho have the opportunity to Earn
Dot there are other
will not do so.
things besides ignorance that separate
men from Christ. Ir may be skepticism,
or unbelief or false pleasure or worldliness or sin in one form or another.
From all these things Christians should
seek to win others from whatever kc. ps
them from a saving knowledge of God
in Jesus Christ. YYe should esteem it a
as well as a
duty to win all

pleasuremen

others.' n)
of God in Jesus
Christ. The work is only half done
■when wo win them from their errors.
Err r must i: >t only bo removed, but
inculcated in its stead.
truth must b
2. To what

are

wo to win

apprehension

tru

•Skepticism

an t

unbelief

must not

only

"dc overcome, but a real and true faith
must be establish'd in their places. We
most not only turn men from sin. hut
to God; not only from darkness, but to
the light; not only from unrighteousWhen we
ness. but to true holiness.
hav- despoiled the vessel of its false
rudder, it mnst not be left rudderless,
to be tossed aimlessly to and fro by the
wimis and waves. We mnst replace the
false by the true if onr work is the perfect work that it should be.
8 How are we to win others? By
ipreaebing Christ. This was Philip’s
method, for wo are told that
Philip
open -dhis mouth and began at the same
Scripture and preached unto him
Jesus." This was the apostolic method.
W
«h -aid
It should be onr method.
preach Christ as He is set fort., in the

Scriptnri—the incarnation, death,
urrection, the atonement of Christ

res-

It
Christ alone that can
save men. We should preach Christ p rHe
sonaily. Philip preached "to him.
had but one for his audience, and pr>etching is often most effective to audiences
It is personal work, individual
of one.
work that is most effective. The world
cannot he saved as a mass, but as inWill we do our part to win
dividuals.
the world for Christ?
Bible. Readings —Dan. xii, :i; Math,
1 f.; Luke xxiv; 27; John l, 40-42;
v,
in, 14-lti; xii, 32; Acts xvi, 25-33;
xvii, 22. 23; xviii, 2 1-g-s; xxviii, 23,
24; I Cor. ix. lb 22; x, 32, :;o 1 Tim.
iv. 1(1; IITim. iv, 1, 2; Jus. v, lie
is the

Scriptural

Floating EmVavorern.
i, tin
In the Is months during w
Christian Endeavor union at U.n>. ;-i.
Cal., has been carrying on work for .- a
men tiny have secured from sailors lilt
signatures to the active members'
50 of the men have attendee
pledgmeetings on laud with Endeavorsrs,
■ami the audiences at meetings on ship
board have numbered !>00. Sailors huvt
been received in the homes of the work
ers, and two officers have been brought
into church
membership.—Christian
'Heraid.
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World, the>e were the proceedings
First they skinned Chiko. Then they
dissected him. They macerated his bones,
and when they were dry and white and
shining again they measured each one ao*

CHIKO

AS

asking

day
which had been established immediately
1 said, “Why that
across tho street.

more than any of the many others that
there are in tho town''' Then ho told
his story:
“I was a popular and entertaining
cry social gathyoung man, the life of
ering. At 21 the drink habit was firmly
fixed. Then I married, my wife believing, as romantic girls often do, that she
She had a fearful time
could save me.
with poverty and mortification for some
1 wanted t-- re-ist the habit as
years.
much as she desin d that 1 should, but I
could not, to save my lift, resist an invitation to enter a barroom and take a
drink, and that was the la-ginning of

curntely ami made its counterpart in wood.
They did this because the skeleton of
Chiko was in itself a prize for the museum.
The skeletons < f these anthropoid apes
Chiko's skeleton will be
very rare
mounted by ; !.e o.-teulogist of the museum.
Having his wooden skeleton, the taxidermist articulated it and .--tit in the
dignified position in which Chiko must
Then, instead of the
hm ifter remain.
mighty muscle-, the skillful taxidermist
clothed the bony frame with excelsior,
which is used ordinarily tostulT mattresses
and chairs, on which the present progeny
Mr. Rowley imiof Chiko sleep and sit.
tated the bulge of the muscles and filled
their attachments by winding thread
around the excelsior. Housed lO.OOOyards
of thread to gi\e the proper conformation
Then over the excelsior ho
to the figure.
spread, with careful hand, a thin covering
There eat Chiko, but
of modeling clay
without his coat.
Chiko’s coat had suffered during his incarceration. He loved exercise. He fretted
against the bars. lie rubbed his coat bare
But Mr Rowley has restored
in spots.
the coat, and Chiko, clothed with it again
as in lift-, will be placed in a glass cast' in
tho museum
Largest Magnet In the World.
Th::.k f a magnet 17 feet long, 4 feet
t. r ami weighing 55,000 pounds.
in din
Such.
-rding m the New York Herald,
is the great in-truim nt as it stands today
on it- c. rr.uge, hiking like a l.uge can
non
wrap; id to keep it from the cold.
eantion re-ting on its
And it B a hum
carriage and pointingout to I.ong Bland
sound lr is also wrapped, but not to protect it from t he eiild. but to trail-form it
1 hi- covering B more
into a n ,jii'
than ten mil.-of insulated copper wire
wound lay-, r
lay- r aroui.d it
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SMALL
1

boys’ suits.

For a purely original costume for a
ed
boy one in which tan colored leather
forms the torches and tho jacket certainly carries on the palm. It is trimmed in
quite a novel fashion with a line of holes
punched at the edge, through which mauve
silk is seen matching the vest, the collar
It has
and the full cuffs from the elbow.
steel buttons.
A smart paddock overcoat in dark blue
cloth with a velvet Collar or in tan cloth
with large pearl buttons would bo singularly attractive to a young boy who likes
to copy his father.
There are shirts in every shade of silk,
some plaids, with largo turndown collars
and frills ready for evening wear, and
pretty little coats for day wear with hussar braiding, as well as short coats in cov
Tho fur lined ones, with
ert coating.
hussar braiding and roll collars, represent
tho nemo of luxurious comfort.
A fanciful evening suit for a little boy
is in apricot velvet, with a pouch front
made of soft white silk, smocked at tho
neck and having a large roll collar, which
Tho
forms points tapering to the waist.
cuffs turn back over the velvet and are
made with a t*ilk frill.
Another, a email boy’s suit, is a tunic
fastening diagonally n< roes the front fr< m
the left shoulder and belted with a buckle,
a basque ar
siring b low
As for th ir mothers, so f< r little girls,
crepon continues its career of ilopukirity,
d on
and smocking plentifully in11«*il
s is
liot only well carried
tho litilo d
in ingenious ways
out. but ap4 ..e
rib n
Many f the frocks havo an a<
All light
the sleeve*.
frill
o\er
plaited
colors w'ail ! mtiii In be used f"r evening
is blended with green
frocks, but
and pink petuni » and pink combines with
green, the yoke In ing of the pink color,

.1-
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people who
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prohibition

if
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so,
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Minted in six

vote

Ortlce, Room 10, Giles Block, Ei.i
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Speeinltirr: Castration, ilrntlstrv anil rrltVai
a
surgical operations. Wilt return'.\fnreh
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All kimN of laundry worK dune nt short no
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t,.-od* called fur and ih 1 \» red
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If. It. I>TI.\
to.,
We-t Knd Bridge,
EII*W'>rih We.

announcement
telegraphed b>
unauthorized person to the effect
t
has
that Mr**. Cleveland
joined the
T. C., is, so far as our president knows,
utterly without foundation. Mrs. Cleveland is a loyal friend of the temperance
we have never heard of her
cause, but
joining any organization I'nion Signal.
March 7.

mason.

r.

Law,

at

Attorney

of Patents,

Solicitor

and

Wheelwright A Clark'a B!’k. BANGOR. ME
Has resumed Patent practice,and will obtain Pa
! dcf*:.l suit-for
for Inventors,’ ring
the infringement of Patents, and attend to al.
kind- of Patent business.
orrcspnndonce
Invited.

autjrrtisrmrnts.

tent*
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Disfigured by Eruptions
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A Circle

/

a specialty of
lifting I'.iiildem*.

situation in life
it cannot be retrieved.
There’s
A

-o n*
have certainly
out, whate\ <r 11jey may do in th* rime
1
diato futur*
hot the fullness
r .«
ilay gowns 'i hey are worn small* r
*
ivrOur grandmothers used to
Nening
t .< ir sleevi
|*.aided with down, n 1 we
may com© to this in time
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money that buys it is a circle, 35 cts.
>d results continue each season
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Tablets and Headstones.

Newest Deaipus, Best Material, and
01a‘s Workmanship at I owest Prices.
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Tho Parisian florists have prepared some
wonderfully novel blossoms f< r the use of
the milliners in decking tho new hats and
bonnets, which will be greatly adorned

..

run

i-.irth is

It takes a good Christian to keep loving
hard-headed people.

New Artificial Flowers.

Largo sl<

■ar.H

in

iifx-oiis move

F."

the rest of the dress of a tender eau do nil
shade. Narrow ribbons of bright coloring
are introduced ns trimming on white erepons, in various fashions as well ns In perpendicular lines ending in bows.
Tho very pretty crepon frock for a child
has an accordion plaited skirt and double
silk revers cut in quite a new style

A real novelwith flowers of every kind.
ty is the humble potato blossom, which,
has
a
odd,
good effect.
though sounding
Large silken peonies in rich deep shades
are placed in clusters of five or six at the
back of hats.
Foliage alone, in upstanding piquets,
will bo greatly worn—for instance, large
green violet leaves or bunches of lilac
These lilab leaves In metallic col
leaves.
ers—such as steel, copper, bronze—are
greatly used by tho leading modistes on
tho early spring models prepared by them.
One lovely bat of rough brown straw
was edged with little tufts of the common
groundsel, anil an upstanding tuft of
groundsel was tied on the side of tho hat
with a careless bow of broad green satin
ribbon.
Violets are usually tho first blossoms for
roses com© In for
spring use, but
a prominent place
their share. Rom
and will do so
year through if
red
who
are
c
m
authorities on
thoso
tho vagaries of fashion are right
But,
I
though plenty of the natural yellow
pink tints will he worn, we shall also have
shot roses, deep magenta and other tints

Tin*

Thu government of Canada has prool intoxicants among
hibited the
the Indians* f Hudson Bay territory and
punishes >» vert iy any violation of this
F< r instance, one vender hail his
law.
ds confiscated and was jailed
illicit
The government is de*
for t.
y« ai>.
to prevent the debasement of
termii.
the Indians in its care.
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ATTORNEY AT LAW.

Ayers Sarsaparilla

the estimates of our govern: out
population of Great Britain is
38,109,000, this makes a per capita of
1.23 gallons of spirits. The 32,182,821
barrels of beer upon which tax was paid,
at 80 imperial gallons to the barrel, are
equivalent to 1,390,645,442 America:I
gallons, or 30.49 gallons per capita.
Besides the 91,076 publican, 31,075
lieer and 4,*1)2 beer and wine licenses
for censumption on the premises, there
Were 31)2 wine licenses and 49 cider and
perry, making a total of 127,484 “on”
There were in addition is,86(1
been••off" licenses, including 113 issued for
table beer, also 19,70!) li ■ uses fur the
grocery and i« ttlo trade and 2.5s5 mt*cel lane ••a-, making in all His, 43 s t. ail
'i'.i thise must be added 420
licenses,
d r-i tillers
f spirits’, ai d
distillers'
9,337 brewits’, a gland 1 tal of 178,195
licenses i.-sued for the manufacture and
sale of liqin is dining the yi ar ending
1.

/

,*

(or

> **

•»

DEATH IN THE AIR.
A

|
j

is the most exciting
of pneumonia. The mild to-day, cold
weather
is
a prolific breeder
to-morrow,
of the disease. It is contracted by exposure
to wet and inclement weather, from stand
mg or sitting with cold feet; Ly going from
hot and over-crowded rooms into the keeu
night air, and by sitting in draughts.
The proper way to treat pneumouia is to
prevent its development.
Have a care that you are sufficiently clad
to meet inclement and changeable weather,
See that the wet feet and exposure to
draughts do not result in cold. If a cold
is contra< ted check it at once before pneumonia is
developed; for it is a well known
fact that a protracted cough may suddenly
develop into pneumonia, v\ iki a slight additional cold. Don’t lc*l the d».>ease make
<-m against
any headway. Fortify t
it by rich, nutritious, 1.
i food.
This
can be ace -mplished ia 11 » ot. tr
way s>
well as by the liberal u
t Ozomulsion,
an ozonized
preparation i Cod Liver Oil
w.th Ciuaiacol, prepared by T. A. Slocum
C
New York, and soil
y ail Druggists.
Taken early, wh *a t... f
y uptuus < f
ib-- cold appear, it cun
p. mptly and
prevents th** d**v* »p:
pneumonia.
It is a ’<-h. liquid loo,|
1 it i- a well
kn w fact that stroi
•!
the m*»st
{< *-midab’e foe of pnen
It keeps tie*
bl<> <i well nour shed a 1 put the tis-u*-*
in such a condition th
tli
throw oif
the co «1 and thus re

j
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DYSPEPSIA CURE.
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throughout
Requires the leas'
possible writing to enter dati
and refer quickly to ant
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and

save

time

anc

5,000 used and recorded. All kinds o:
labor-saving records on hand or made to order
CHALLEN, Publisher,
165 Broadway, N. Y. City.
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C. A. SNOW & CO..

Adapted to any busines;
or profession, ruled, wit!

Contract and

,

N.,

Send model, drawing, or photo.
tree of
lion. We advise, If patentable or not, •1
-e
charge. Our fee not due till patents
fer
A book,‘dlow to obtain Patents,
or
<ou,
ences to actual clients In your state,
town, sent free. Address

bog,

RIPANS CHEMICAL CO.. 10 Sprues St., N.Y.

A-' ® 6

_

aV‘‘_l,a

compared with any previously known

Ripans Tabules : Price, 50 cents
Of druggists, or by mail.

P»y

Union Pacific, and Northwestern Lino.

Caveats, and Trade Marks obtained r e
tent business conducted for Moderate
< ”>
Our ofliee Is opposite V S. Patent:
t.
have no sub agencies, all bu-lne<- dire*
tnn'
les>
can transact patent business in
LESS COST than those remote from

Ripans • Tabules
As

Chicago,

Patents,

qual-

These cards express the beneficial
ity of

AND ALL WHTEHN POINTS.
Excursions from Chicago 1.' ry

LOWEST RATES
SHORTEST ROUTE
E--r handsome iUu«trated folder and det in!
-**
J
addre»« W. MASSEY, N. K. I'im. Agt., 1
Trav. 1‘aaa. Agt.. I'nion Pacific H>
31*J Wash.nrtnii **t.. Lkoton, Mu',

comparati ve value of thess twocarda

Is known to most persons.
They illus.:ate that greater quantity
Not always most to be desired.

>

ruU
S. I».

<*

t>

cause

j

I

J

-..--

John

that the

Iron chains hanging neai
the other
The heavn-t crow* ha
became
rigid.
brought near will at once lly to the mag
not nr»u
iirjirr with it. the strongest man il

i

Dealer-in Imoinn m
fon yn cou'drlcciirifh**. Lily. County, Town and < rj•• ra11..n
Bonds. ( orrc-pondcnce Solicited.

they would

say

cepting

Id

Block

rt

C. C. Ml KK ILL,

099 ($105,537,399).
The total amount of spirits taxed w.is
89,130,385 imperial gallons, cquivah >it
A

|

AT

OrVIlKS

£'5,550,935($227,018,625),

40,1)63,990 American gallons

Y

BAK IIAKBO): AND III I'K1!Ii.I.. mj?

int- rnal revenue £28,464,764
($138,533,774), making a total revenue
on liquors from all sources of £’34.015,-

to

MR*

ATTOKNKY AT LAW.

and the

’-

CIIAS. H. OKI

M NKKR. .IK..

!•:.

JOHN

The

From the annual
recently issued it

J )RUMMEY.

LYNWOOD r. GILES.

appears that b r the year ending March
81, 1894. the total customs revenue for

liquors

&

OFFICES

(Over the Burrlll National M irk,
:
STATE STREET,
ELL8Worth, re.
All matters confidential and Immodlaie atter
lion Riven.

some

government reports compiled by

swi

Maine.

enough of a prohibitionist to
keep tie saloon from the next
door, why shouldn’t \ou keep it from
He your brother's
everybody’s door?
keeper.
If you

want

SURGEON

ANI) DENTIST.

IlcprcsentlnR the Me-t companies Id thi-* and

all

good,

WEST,

a

home."

9105.000,000 Received For I.ioenxew to Make and Sell Liquor*.
The following figure* show the exact
extent of the liquor traffic in Great Britain for ]8()4 and earlier years, accord-

in -;>ite of the effort "f the strongest man
to re::.ove it. All iron within its magnetic
Held becomes magnetize d, and live cannon
balls, each weighing 3-Ja pounds, are held
suspended from its muzzle, one clinging

ing

nut

I..

rhllailelphla I»cnt»| College
Block, Ki.i.swohtr

GILES’

IN

VETERINARY

Morr Than

r.er.'h- of a compass 3 degn is. At the ditan- -if 70 feet from its muzzle its powei
ise-ji ..1 n a-1 earth’s magin t ism, for t hen
the need:- i- detleeted 4< d« glees.
Iron in contact with the magnet is held

NATIVE COPPER

ighborhood,

WOefick

tromenof Maine that they want the ballot, and then the men will soon surrender. And then let us descend upon
the eapitol and the flint-hearted senators
in greater and still greater force, until
each and evety one of them shall say, as
did one gi ntleman wedged into the east
crowd at the hearing, "I'd rather give
them tlie ballot, and let them stay at

GREAT BRITA.N S BLOOD MONEY.

of‘,’ni.

tc

n»

'Irailrmte of the

The bill granting municipal suffrage to
women passed the House branch of the
State legislature by a voteof seventy-nine
It died in the
Hut. alas!
to fifty-four.
Arouse!
Work
Senate.
Ip, sisters!
with double, yes, treble the energy, from
1s t us pray,
now until the next hearing.
preach, talk, urge, jiersuade, convince the

If

GREELY,

DENTIST.

State, of the exalted
position in which the absence of Miss
Willard w ill place our own beloved presiAnd still we are selfish, for it
dent.
seems as though we needed her more as a
State than a nation. However, we don't
believe we shall suffer, for Mrs. Stevens
loves Maine too dearly for her to neglect
us, even for the sake of the nation.

proud,

},.Ti ,1

I sit here and see those battles in 11.•
window of that saloon and the men g»»ing in and out it seems sometimes, although 20 years have elapsed, as if I
would surrender my wife, my children,
ovi
my store and my position to go
there and get drunk.

..cinagiKtit

Sheet t ppt r is worked into many do
mestic utensils, and the alloy with zinc
termed brass, is both useful and orna
Bed brass is beaten into thir
mental

1,-I,

.1..

property
leading man of this

diataner
will dellect tilt

a

,1.

about me ami supplemented my guuri
The power which I rewife’s efforts.
ceiver! there enabled me to resist tr-mp
tatir n, until finally I could go anywh*
and refuse tu take a drink.
“In the 20 years following I have
greatly prospered, have accumulated
and have become tl
much

:

are

T
nail-

1

....

have secured

information concerning

and every enterprise calculated to inthe
crease tho prosperity and wealth of
all day
place. He was accustomed to sit
at a table in his store where the light
inwas best for tho manipulation and
one
spection of his good*. He asked me
if I could possibly remove a saloon

KK NOW AI’PK A IIS.

leaves anti is by some supposed to bt
The island of Jamaica now boasts ol
gold leaf.” It is used in decorative work
Bronze is also an alloy of copper, as art
43 societies with 2,933 members, an ingun metal, bell metal, etc.
crease of seven societies and 700 mem
Copper is an excellent conductor of elec
bers over last year.
tricity. It is hard and tough, yet elastic
Rev. S. II. Doyle, for so long a time
tad possesses malleability and ductility
president of tho West Virginia Chris- It. forms two oxides and several sulphides
a
now
lias
tian Endeavor union,
pastor- j The principal of the latter are found na
tive and worked as ores.
ate in Philadelphia.
The sulphate of copper, termed blue vit
Christian Endeavor has gainod a
; riol, is used in calico printing, and fron
is
in
Liberia
and
foothold
spread
strong
j it all the (copper) pigments are derived.
iug rapidly. A society has been formed
When copper or its alloys are exposed tc
with
tho
mission.
in connection
air and water, a carbonate of copper forms
Grange
All coppei
the
which
is termed verdigris
another
Johnsonville, and
among
White of eggs is ar
salts are poisonous.
students uf Liberia college. Other piaces
excellent remedy in such cases of poison
for
are

He was
I had some property interests.
renewed strength.
president of tho village, the engineer ^
as
and motive power of every improvemuit
We are

the end until I was carried home.
“One night she carried mo to a re
1 became
vival meeting in her church.
interested and converted. The ministir

Miss Newton of Fucliau writes, "1
have seldom seen such marked cases ol
conviction of sin in China or snch joy
In the reception of tho Holy Spirit.'
Pray for China, that her millions may
be led to own tho Messiahship of Jesus.

Christian Endeavor.

j

II.

])U.

beloved chieftain, Miss Willard,
been compelled, by failing
has again
health, to retire from active acrvice, and
on
Wednesday, March 8, sailed for
Kngland in company with Lady Henry
and
Miss
Gordon
Anna
Somerset,
Katherine \\ illard. For a few weeks she
will l>e at Hastnor Castle, as the guest of
lady Henry, tiod grant her rest and
Our

people

lener-tt ion.

Especially have the rising male generation nothing to complain of this winter.
Their wants have been carefully oonsult

sions.

delegation

Ki«!tlg

Kxelnsive Styles of
*

ults.

By tho penny a day and penny a weel
plans the juniors of the Agnes Streei
Methodist Episcopal church. Toronto,
give $1.05 weekly to tlio cause of misMissouri Endeavorers
-quarters fur 350 of their
the Boston convention.

the

at

NIINIATTKK.

Children
This Is the age of children.
have been equally loved perhaps In all
ug.’s, but n. ver before bavo children been
considered, so studied New systems of
education have been carefully devised for
them. Their am isemeuts, their pleasures
have become a matter.d International con
The scientist and the nrtist have
cern.
And
become employees of tho toyshops.
tho making of their garments has heroine
as elaborate and as profitable an Industry
adas that of fashioning habiliments for

a c in.i r

is< ui

Kllnipse
the

of a room in the American
Natural History, in New York,
giis the once n rowned Chiko, gorilla or
chimpanzee. After his lamented demise all
the art^ of the taxidermist were spent on
him. and, according to the New ^ork

In

M

rites.

dotting*.
Many new societies aro being formed
in China. Threo wero recently organ
ized in Nankin.

V

\ TriFamous tiorilla
of til'1 Taxbh .rnFtV' Art.

the

('Iiiko,

he persists in clinging to it.
As magnetic force cannot be Insulated,
but manifests itself through all substances, even though they bo tht* ber-1
Implicit Trust.
known nonconductors of electricity,
The Spirit of God creates in ns tbt
front of the magnet,
man can stand in
heart
wbicl
of
and
warmth
simplicity
and its mysterious force acts through Lb
or without ir
children have—nay, rather the perfecdiminution
without
body
tions of His heavenly hosts, high and
any way affecting him.
One interesting feature in the experi
low being joined together in His myste
ments so far ns conducted is the locatior
rious work, for what are implicit trust,
I of the ‘‘neutral” point, or the point in tht
ardent love, abiding pnrity, but tlx
electric field where the magnet exerts nc
mind both of little children and of tlx
This point is on the axis of tht
force
adoring seraphim?—Cardinal Newman. magnet extended and six inches from tht
A piece of iron—a tack, for in
muzzle.
Solid Devotion*.
stance—held at this point is not affectec
Solid devotions resemble the rivers
by the magnet
which run under the earth
They stea!
Briefly About Copper.
from the eyes of tho world to seek tlx
Copper lias been known fur centuries
eyes of God, and it often happens that
It is encountered native in many places.
those of whom we speak least on eartl:
The Cornish copper ore is the copper py
are best known in heaven —Lutheran.
Christian Endeavor

('liauiicry M. Ocpew tolls tho follow
ot tho
lug story as an illustration
strength of tho actjuircd drinking habit.
I was talking one day with the leading
citizens of a thriving town with whose
I was very familiar and in which

1

what, to rrbat

narrates tlio faThe topical
nii i iar story of Philip anti the Ethiopian.
In the providence of God Philip is led
to this man returning from Jerusalem,
f.

r<

a

After Twenty Years’ Total Abstinence
It Is Almost Irresistible.

Week Beginning March

1> (_
Opposite Patent Ofliee. Washington,

Pauper Nolice.

r.'Cli'O
t'l*,,or
rplIK miilerslgiHMl heroin- irlvoo
with the l.Hy ol Ml*
1. has contractednoor.
the
of
the
during
the support
ft.
en^uiny
lr
th»
and has made ample provision for
}
f
lie therefore forbids all persons from
,thollt
as
account,
supplies to any pauperon his
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gable toiler for the comfort and happi- probably be increased before the racing
“°ason comes on.
They will train aboard
ness of loved ones.
Always prudent and of one of last year’s cup defenders, and
m *deat, she turned
came
h! win n
will board the new syndirat" .\
away none that
for assistance. She was a devout Christian, she is launched.- Deer Isle (in.( tie.
united |
consistent and
She
faithful.
Sed|;w i<'».
many years ago with the Methodist j
A. C. Dodge, esq., of Somerville, Mass.,
c h u rc h.
is in town,
lie intends to stop for a
Her la.;t illr.c:. was brie?, although thnre
j while.
were evidences of failing forces for many
months
previous to dissolution. She | Bert Ilagcrthy, who has been spendHr. B. h.
ing tils vacation with his un<
leaves behind to mourn her departures
host of friends, one son, John W. Hall, Hagerthy, has returned to his school in

Hancock

the only paper that can propbe but it is
a
Cor NT Y paper; all the
called
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Life’s crown well
Now comes rest.’’

of the E. 8. N. 8. beMarch 12.
Tuesday,
gall
The town nrh v>N closed Friday, Mar.
*j for a vacation of three weeks.

i

term

spring

Bay View grange held a sociable at
th**ir ball Tuesday evening, from which
f 0 was received.

Tht- ladies’ sewing circle of the L’nitarhotel
look
church
supper at

Pcntagoet Wednesday.
prof. A. F. Uichardsou, who his been
tj'wmliiig hi- vaeation in Washington,
arrived home Saturday.
i>.

preached

Ai\ie»’ Relief Corps spent a pleasant afternoon with Mrs. Straw, at her
The 1

joyed after
sew ing.

i.fternoou

r.r.

W. II. Bice,

O
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imi

ke

1:uMiss Winn ;e AuSimmons, tenclc r-. at
tin ami MG- M...
the I.. >. N. s., arriveii on steamer
; i" Til -day. after a short vacation
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monument.

Ellis Stuiistield has gone to West Sullivan to work at the paving business.
Newell Webber, of Black Island,
the

village

Saturday

last

was

Joseph H. Johnson returned
Green’s Banding last Wednesday.

in

from

Susie E. Fong went to Cast ine last Monday to resume her studies at the normal

s\\

Fove

A. Fong, C. If. Gavett and HerHoward arrived last Saturday from
Bar Harbor.
Solon

they

a

have i
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HALL.

Died, in East Sullivan, Jan. 31, 1S95,
Mrs. Wealthy 1). Hall, aged seventy-six
years, eleven mont hs and ten days.
The subject of this sketch was the
widow of the late Willard F. Hall, of
Sorrento. She and her husband were
among the best known and highest'
respected citizens of the place; representati\
t!i»_* “old school.” Sister
Hall possessed a very even and sunny
temperament and met all with a kind
Word and a smile.
She was thoroughly
charitable, disposed to overlook and exnisc th.- faults
and failings of others,
this mad her
She possessed a

popular.
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outdoors and let the tonic of rapid
motion put new blood into your
veins and tissues.
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James Joyce went tn Rockland Monday
business.

on

Miss
ill

Agnes Pettingill, who has been
in Rockland, came home Sat-

Capt. Alvah Barbour, of steamer “Vinalhaven,” is at home on account of illness. Capt. Ellis Cray has taken his place.
Mrs. Estes has been holding revival
meetings at the Baptist church during

Wednesday.
born in Penobscot,
last

age of 18 he was
mustered into the U. S. service in Company K, 16th Maine, Aug. 14, 1862, and
served with distinction. In 1886 Mr. Devmarried to Miss Abbie Q.
ereux was
King, of Orrington, and three years later
they moved to Bucksport, where he has
been among the most industrious frugal
and honorable citizens. For a number of
years he has been managing owner and
master of the schooner “Caroline Kreischer,” running from Bangor to Portland
and along the coast of his native State.
He was a member of Bucksport lodge,
A. O. U. W.; Knowlton lodge, N. E. O. P.,
and James E. Hall Post, No. 55, and was
the commander of the latter at the time
lie leaves a widow and
Df his demise.
ane

were

..'*0
.60

Celery, pkg
(iroeerles.

I

urday.

Devereux died at his

Bridge street,

Capt. Devereux was
March 17, 1844. At the

Last Sullivan.

rugged and attractive personality; all felt
and
acknowledged her influence. This influence was always exerted for righteousness.
She id-utitied herself wit h every
thing good in her neighborhood. Her
public spirit was conspicuous. She was a
faithful keeper of home, an indefati-

wed

the town hall. The
grand master was assisted by degree
staffs from Island, Bluehill and Lejok
lodges. The officers of the new lodge
are:
Lucius B. Bridges, N. G.; John J.
McDonald, V. G.; Erast us J. Carter, R.
S.; G. R. Allen, P. S.; George W. Wins-

doing very

taken the
and will
hold
has

Friday

llll4'k.»por(
Capt. Charles

short time.

At a meeting of the school committee
held March 1, John F. Wood was elected
school supervisor.
A
meeting of the
committee will be held at the grammar
school room in Bluehill village, March 30,
at 1.30 p. m.,
for the examination of
teachers.
G.
March 15.

WEALTHY

TEMPLARS.

very

Capt. Ijeroy B. Grindle has loaded his
schooner “Victor,” hauling the wood to
her on the ice. One horse broke through
the ice, but was rescued without injury.

DEATH OF MRS.

.03

Herds
per
by Grand Master Samuel Adims. About Red
"P, per 111
thirty Odd Fellows were present from
Island lodge, Bar Harbor, as many more
Lemons, pr doz
from Bluehill, while Lejok 1 »dge of Ells- Mananas,
Apples,
worth sent a number.
Work began at 2
o'clock Wednesday afternoon and closed
Figs,
Da’es,
at 2 Thursday morning.
A supper and
Raimis,

charge of

Frank H. Wight returned to South Boston last Tuesday.
He has charge of the
dredge “Little Seth.” Charles 1>. Miller
is steward of the same craft.

D.

lb

Ha.bl'ifk,

Sargent died at this place
Friday, March 8, after a long illness.
Fum ral services were held at the school
house Sunday, Rev. .J. A. Weed, uf Sulli-

L. 1)., John E.
Stanley: P. C. T., Thomas Stanley; t’. T.,
Albion Smith; V. T., Mary Stanley; S. J.
T., Flora Sprague; chap., Lizzie Sprague;
James
Moulton; F. S., Amanda
sec.,
Fridges; treas., Ellen Stanley: M.. Fred j
Turner; G., Myra Sprague; sen., Willie
Sprague; A. S., Olive Stanley; 1). M., j
Mrs. J. N. Carr.
Mrs. Estes is expected to labor with the |
Methodist church next week.

1

members

OF GOOD

Island,

are names
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Surry last
report a pleasant
(’apt. Emery McFarland
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lantic-, where many have been blessed and
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meetings
gave

and

noon

quickened.

J. Nelson Camiuge and Harvey 1*. Fong
have g«> e to Hall's Quarry to work cut

grange

Hooper.
Tracy and J.

The many friends <»f Damon Sar.n n4
gathered at his house Monday after

Estes,
acceptable evangelistic work the past two
weeks with the Baptist church at At-

man

W. (..
Sntiinliiv

l-l

M. <\

seminary.

love

l'. T.

s.

Mrs. Sarah J. Sargent lias returned from
Sullivan, where sin* hrs been stopping with her daughter, Mrs. W. R.
Hanna.

the Quarry on
western side of Swan’s Island, by Mrs. II.

resume

ting granite.
F. H. Wight and Alex
: heir friends at
ception
Saturday ev n ng.

Fresh

Fast

Industrial Journal.

A tine new lodge
organized March
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he
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Cure

liny.

a

the gu« >l
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Sait

slight Hii-.eksof the grip.
Mrs. K. II. Bunker is at Bar Harbor,
stopping with her son, .J. M. Bunker.

d

is the contractor in charge of these build-

ing operations.

Alex

Bunker of Franklin, is

worjt
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ISuttcr.
( rea mery per l!».30
25
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tools for the White granite company.
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business.
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Mini!,

A. J. Long, BluehilLs lumber
facturer, ha-. been in Bangor this week.
He saws about 2o0.000 feet long lumber
van otlieiating.
yearly, and came to Ibis city to get
March IS.
S. M. S.
machinery for tin* equipment of nis
plant. He also deals in short lumber,
for
the
material
and supplies
itrook I n.
generally
Bluehill and ;
summer cottages erected in
The Odd Fellows captured Brooklin
vicinity. The Kline cottage is now being
and several Wednesday night and held the town fur
very extensively enlarged,
1’he occasion was
cottages are budding in the vicinity of twenty-four hours.
Parker’s Point. K. W. Mayo, of Bluehill, the institution of Brooklin lodge, No. 133,

Hint*lull.

F. 1>. Fong is cutting

Milliken
HU

Mack.

William

manu-

l

i•

M is*

>

given hy Mrs. George
Davenport, president of the corps. During the evening the guests were pleasantly entertained hy music, tableaux, etc.
welcome

"Ml*

J. W. Bunker ims recently purchased
horse.

the

employe

Eve, per hunh.2.50
per ini....2.50

I

Bunker lias sold his black
H.” This colt was quite a
Tintrotter and a supei ior road h«>r-.».
road
tine
another
doctor has
horse,
( o-urge Hubert
by “Maine,” and quite
I lc is a pact r. stands •'.\iecu
8 •tedy,tuo.
niiuls, weighs l.UtX). a ml is very slylisli.
Mr. Bissctt. of Blm-lrll, In- a very nice
t -ree-year-*-hi colt. I i 11 y W ilkes,” w hich
trotter.
w it !i good handling, w ill make a
He is by “Henry Wilkes” and out ol a
Mr. Bissctt
t borough bred run n ing mare.
tlanrefused >200 for t his colt last year.
<jor (’oni mercial.
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Boston,

to

COLUMB

Country I’roduee,
Yellow

one.

IIUIM

>4>mi n

quarries.

Dr. D.

The Indies’ Belief Corps gave a reception to Charles F. Stevens Post at town
hall, Tu sday

lie

gone

Miss Georgie Ball, of Hancock, and
Miss Lizzie Wood, of Kllswort h, are visiting Mrs. KI bridge Milliken.

colt. “Ben

hy all.

n.oye 1

t

has

employed.

teaching school.

been

the

force of about 2U0

a

Spencer

Minerva

Iiuim*

old hoarding
repairing
house, blacksmit h shops, etc. They are in
hopes to get t he machinery here by tinIt is understood that
last of this month.

served, after which
F. F. Fewi- g :\r an address of welcome,
to which Grand Master Samuel Adams,
A programme,
of Belfast, responded.
c< nsistingof music, recital ions and dancA tine

s.

commence

wharf and
t iieir annual

H.

Miss

over

Stover, of tic Chase granite
here recently, and made ar-

company,
rangements to

a

\KI»IN*. "RIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Ri (!

Bridges.

was

heir h.tines.

I. O.O. i

Tie
t

t

at

sprat

holding

is

March 18.
H.

Bar

Mrs. Irving Bridges is quite ill at tin
home of her mother-in-lHW, Mrs. M.

* i«-11111

(J.orge

to

I.A'V

Keans.

Bell Bobinson has gone to Lynn,
Mass., for an extended visit.

Mi--* ivHt*

i;

Wednesday, March 20, iw.
'AIM'

Miss

Jordon, 1D., towards candebt of that society.

the late A.

rolling

gone

Lamoiiie,

>[

where lie will be

fl 1 which is to l>c sent to the Baptist missionary -oci* ty ut Boston, in memory of

:i

has

meetings here.

series of

C.

in...

1

spent

at

sermon

interest ing meeting of the missionary circle was held with Mrs. Ceylon
Emery Saturday evening. The topic for
the evening was "Mexico,” w iiich proved
very instructive. The mite boxes for the
last quarter were opened, and over fo received from them.
This, with a collection taken at the Christian Endeavor

ing tii -v an 1 ir 1 horseshoe company, of
Boston, spent Sun lay at home with his
family. He left Wednesday for Ellsworth.

•*

interesting

very

A very

Palmyra. Tnursday morning.
John F. H a. of Castine, now represent-

T*

a

home.

has returned

Sherman McFarland
Harbor to work.

pit.

tine m

11

“chestnuts.”

saws are

Siincy Bridges

j

the church Sunday, in place of Rev. Mr.
White, who occupied t he Ellsworth pul-

Miss Nettie Havener, who has been
spending the winter in town with her
I,« n y Brophy, left for her
aunt. Mrs.

> •»*

the order

eight years’ experience, he having failed
to find the aforesaid blessings, that some
old

\V. B. Campbell at Ellsworth.
of
Rev.
E. A. Mason,
Ellsworth,

jaii

»

:

of the day.
The masonic and other friends of O. P.
Carter have about demolished the wood
pile “for’ninst” his house, for which he is
truly grateful. He is improving from his
attack of sciatica. His wife has been sick
eight years, and this is his second spell in
the time. Some say these “events” are
blessings in disguise, but be thinks after
are

March 17.
Miss ('a I lie Emery, who Iihs been sufferNorth Hancock.
ing from an attack of the measles, is re- i William
Miles is yet quite ill.
ported much better.
Henry Foren has returned from sen.
Mrs. K. 11. Hodgkins and daughter,]
George Thorsen has returned from sen.
Doris Gertrude, are visiting Mr. and Mr-.

tine, arrived home Friday.
Master Ross Greene, of East Bluehill,
is spending his vacation in town with his
aunt, Mrs. J. F. Rea.

''in

won;

Salisbury Cove.
1
Mrs. B. F. Higgins and her son Hollis
are visiting friends at this place.
Miss IlHlIie Clement, of Bar Harbor,]
spent last week with Miss Fossil Young.

Miss Louise Cox, who has had a very
successful term of school at North Cas-

If

Chopping bees

J. A. W.

Capt. W. U. Blake left on a business trip
to Bangor Wednesday morning.
Hon. li. M. Warren and C. II. Hooper
left town Monday for Augusta.

h

done,

“Life’s work well

C antin'"

Th<-

righteousness.

of

crown

in Hancock county.

Lester P. Carter, of Bar Harbor, made a
short call on his uncle, (). 1*. Carter, last
week. He came with Bar Harbor lodge
I. O. O. F.f to Brooklin to help institute
a lodge there.

3t)brrti0rnunt0.

MARKETS.

A bushel <>f Liverpool salt shall weigh Ho pounds, and
a bushel of Turks Island salt shall weigh 7
pounds
The standard w right m a bushel of potatoes, in good
... i' H" pounds.
order and fll for 'In.
I'he standard weight of a bushel of beans in good order and III for'hipping, is H. pounds. UI wheat, beets,
ruta l> i'-’H Turnips and peas, B" pounds; of corn. 56
ooioi
,| iiiimm*
pounds; of carrots. Hugh*:!! tur
nips, r\c. and Indian meal, 5upounds; of barlr> an.,
buck" hr.it. is pounds; of oats 32 pounds, or even measure as by agreement.

Bueksport.

four grandchildren the dear ones for
whose
interest she wrought and for
whose salvation sin* prayed. She died
triumphant in the Christian faith.
Henceforth there is laid up for her a

the other papers printed
tban that of all

|

ELLSWORTH

I limiting Block,
Cor. Main, ami Franklin Fix..

the last two weeks.
Mar. 11.

THE OLD RELIABLE

j

TELEPHONE

;

CONNECTED.

South llrnoknvllle.
Alfred and

Rockland

on

SWEET CAPORAL

Frank Condon have gone to
business.

Mrs.

Amanda Dodge, of Brooklin, is
visiting relatives here this week.

Capt. Jacob Cousins has launched the
new boat that he has built this winter.
Capt. Herbert Black has built a new I
house on the schooner “Henry Chase.”
1
The schooner “Commerce,” Capt. Elmer
Drcutt, is loading wood for Condon &

I CIGARETTE

Iliit

harbor has been nearly free from
Beer Isle.
ice all winter, allowing the “Juliette” to
Capt. H. C. llaff, of Islip, N. V., who is make her regular trips.
now being I
to sail the syndicate yacht
O.
March 15.
built at Bristol, K. 1., to defend the j
in
town Monday to;
America’s cup, was
Itrooksvtlle.
ship his crew. The crew of this yacht
Word is received here of t he dent h, at
and
the
born
be
American
must
best men obtainable.
Capt. llaff evi- 1| the island of Trinidad, of Capt. Robert
iently knows a thing or two about Roper, formerly of this town. He went
American vaeht seamen, and pays a com- there last June to look after an estate
l>liment to Deer Isle when he comes to j which had come to him
by inheritance.
this town for his men. While here lie
signed the following men: George|
Cove.
Hull's
T.
Pres-1
W.
C.
John
Pickering,
L’onant,
Mrs. Joseph T. Bowden, of Chicago, has
scy, F. B. McCauIley, John 'I'. Staples,
H. E. Fitield, Walter Eaton, T. K. Greene,
purchased the Steele estate, at 1 hill's
E.
E.
Elmer
Hamblen,
Stinson,
ieorge
L ove, and is about to erect a tine summer
Haskell, James Bobbins, Samuel Bray,
Boland B. Torrey, George L. Hardy, Hol- residence.
lins Staples, Charles L. Scott, J. T. Marshall, Harry W. Gray, William Scott, I
Irving G. Barbour, Bently Barbour, Her-j
bert Bray, Leslie Stinson, W. W. Horton,
P.
Davis. The number will
uid H.
Castoria.

stood the Toot of TIdro

MORE SOLD THAN

ALL OTHER

BRANDS COMBINED

Stop

BUY

YOUR

SPRING

Your Cows to

Brooding

Try tin* Thoroughbred
(siimisey Hull,

Children Crvfor
j Pitcher’s

ROBINHURST,

NEW DRUG STORE.
WE HAVE ONE OF THE LARGEST .- !
DRUGS, CHEMICALS, PATENT MEDICINES
TOILET ARTICLES IN EASTERN MAINE.

No Old Stock.
\moriean

loari-tered In
tle

t'kOS;

WOODWARD

nulls.

The

j

MEDICINES
-AT-

Sonin

Littletield.

daughter.

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

ABSOLUTELY PURE

Everything Fresh

am.

and

New

Guernsey Cat-

lu!».

\\
-taml i"i -t vinc
r.>a«l, tin-« iiiarter- mile
ollii a*.

m> farm on Surry
from Kllsworlh post-

.it

TERMS, S3.00.
W.l
JU

B-

.aided a
of any

B.

Special Diploma lor Being the
at Wyman 1’arU la*t lall.

We make

a

Specialty

of

Physicians’ Prescriptions.

WOODWARD

age*

HOLMES.

42 Main Street,
Opposite

BROS.,
ELLSWORTH.

Boston

Clothing

Store.

$!ir iCI.kiucivtl) American.
AM)

LOCAL

A

POLITICAL dOCRNAL

rcHUsiibii

at

AT

KLLsWOKTII, MAINE.

SUlplUS 111 i 11C lloiuilll
first time in
tor the

HANCOCK CoCNTY PCIW.ISII I Nit to.
E. W.Hollins, !*dit.»r ami Manager.
a year, T'» cent- for
o atlor three month-. It
All arrearoce* are
in advance
re< k ned at the rate ol
per year.
Ad> «rti-liur Kates —A re r-'.i -enable, and will
be made known on appliention.

tiilo

^Tuui\

1

1

.1

forty

oi.nv

“*v

the

l.tllrwiiil,

■

111i■

i<■

-.

years,
“i.

mu ideation."* ahull Id be addressed
1 ad mo.-.ev order- made payable to 1 III
ton
Ella
( el NT\
Pi HldSIIIM. C«»
Han..
--

iresliain's Demand for
Kxplnnatiou from Spain.
<

Strretary

Worth, Maim

From

regular correspondent .}

our

Washington, 1>. C., March In. 1895.
verbatim report of Mr. Cleveland s
conversation with
Secretary Gresham
concerning the diplomatic happenings of
the past
week, would unquestionably
make what the late Horace Greeley would
A

THURSDAY. M A UAH 21, 1S95.
Appropri.itlons.

The

The

b\

made

appropriations

the

city government will he read
witli interest by every tax-payer.
Tlie decrease from last year is 8>,1<2,
the total being *37.LW against *42,300
new

in 1sp4.
of the appropriations a list of which may be found
in anoiher column will show that
the pruning has been done judiciously.
.V careful

While

inspection

been

have

some

decreased,

others have been increased.
The appropriation of 81,000 for
survey for sewers and roads is highly
to be commended. A system of sewerage is bound to come in time, and the
the better for the public
sooner

health.
The board recognizes the fact that
to secure the best system for both

intelligence
be secured, and that intelligence, in
the form of competent engineering
skill, costs money.
While salaries were lopped here and
must

and roads,

sewers

.-he

hii:»rr1

in

nnr

rvninion.

good judgment in maintainsupervisor of schools,
is probable that he would not

showed

that of the

ing

it

as

less, and it is

have served for

more

probable that no such sum as he
is now paid would secure anyone of
like efficiency.
The appropriation for the maintenance of the city library has been increased. and is to be hoped that this
increase will be expended in keeping
the library open oftener than once a
than

week.

called “mighty interesting" reading,
neither of the principals in that
whs
interview are likely to tell what
said, the country w ill have to wag along
has leaked
without the knowledge. It
out, however, that Mr. Cleveland thinks
have
but

as

his

Allowing

apology

are as they
captain and other

and

Spain

from

for

issuing

the

Hag

States

and

to

in

engaged

a

th.-ir

.it

legitimate

hpr

!

*

;

!

school is

an

in-

The .Yews ihi- niernins place-, the
( its column a?*
Flaviu- < *. Beal at the head
the republican candidate for lay >r of Bangor,
ami propose- in the future not only t" endorse
him, but the principle.** of the party he represents.
The aim of the .Yetrs will ever be to

PHILLIPS

credited by all the world with a love
of fair play. It is therefore unfortunate
that an American secretary of state has
been guilty of
threatening a weaker
nation upon an ex parte statement of a
in the face, too, of an assurance
from the Spanish minister that he would
present a statement of the other side as
soon as the Spanish authorities in Cuba
could communicate with the gunboat
which is charged with having tired at the
“Allianca," and of the further assurance

In

Hancock

VS.

PHILLIPS.

!

Spanish minister that his
country would apologize if the tiring had
taken place as charged, unless it could
tie justified in a manner satisfactory to
government.

consistently and loyally by the color? it
has adopted, a. d t -liivc fair y and honorably

stand

the party <»f prosperity by heeding t »• wi-hc- d the majority
and stifling whatever persona! preference- it
unify and
may have lor the -ake *l liar:1

to

further the interc-t-

sutstjess-

We welcome

.V»

he

to

Miim's

stalwart rank of staun.-h rej.>n^;i

journals.
ill indications of t!»»■

Substantially
state

of

business

rather

are

more

favorable, says J>hh'm lirrinr of March
Ifi
Farm products are a little higher,

railroad

earnings

clearing

a

shade

exchanges

house

better,
small

a

percentage larger in comparison with
years ago than in February, and
most of the industries show a sometwo

what better front, though their gain
large. Money markets continue

is not

undisturbed, the operations of the
syndicate still prevent exports of gold.
and withdrawals from the- treasury
have

of

There is
the

late

practically

much enthusiasm about

not

situation, however,

gain
long

is slow, and
from
way

considered

ceased.

a

because the

business is yet a
was
once
what

prosperous condition.

Further, the gain is, in some c-ases, due
to obviously temporary causes, and in
some

to causes which do not make for

prosperity.
Senator Platt. >efore leaving Washington, had a few words to say which

everybody, and parThe public is
ticularly republicans.
apt to expect.” -aid Mr. Platt, "too
much from the republicans in the
The next Mouse will
next Congress.
be republican, hut we shall not have a
republican majority in tbe Senate, and
there will be a democratic president.
We shall he almost ns powerless for
the promotion of action in the next
Congress as we have been in the last
The opport unity for democratic
one.
mischief has passed, but that is all.
Little can be accomplished until after
1S9P. when w» hope the republicans
should interest

will be in power in all branches of the

government.”

While

for the

Nor

that

is

point

nothing

nor

reason

of

\

soliciting

com-

mittee of Ellsworth’s board of trade
in the matter of the

proposed

electric-

railway have been crowned with sueami
Subscriptions
pledges
amounting to one-third of the sum
t capita)
required for the
e.-ss.

<

iuk

have been

i-a/.er :.u*

J!

secured,

and Mr.

been informed of the fact.

f this one-ition was that
1 is- raised in Ellsworth, he
r'i
..'if iri ilsh the other fwo-thirds.
■

»

'.oum

ing the performance

Hi

less t han

ultima

buncombe

u.n

sums

of money

which

me-ssar.ly -u Mi. :l tunny humiliation to avoid war with the l ulled States.
He acted hastily because he feared that if
he waited a reasonable time the matter
w

.ni

ti’ kb-

n- •! w it

ql lined and t ne opportunity
jingois
f-n-ulty which,

lie

h-ianding

prominent
people,

can

t

h«-ir

l•

*\

national

trail

forever lost.

n

try

to

po-e

a-

the

you im'gin to tight t ue lire,
y j; uimV be extinguished,
i n* «>>.oner you begin taking .‘wer’s Sarsaparilla tor your blood-ui-ta.-e, the
ne
In both cn-e-.
ea-ier will
tin cure.
ii -ui*t\
i- lunger u-. :f u«»t
fatal,
d
,.t
and
no
her.
y«-u get Ayer’s
Tiie

of mon-y, is a
*>. the Ameri-

would

It i- rat her late for this
to

*•

t

administration

prut*

et or

of

any-

thing American, either abroad <*r at
home, after having turned over ins. h «*f
our
manufacturing to foreigners and
even
allowed a syndieat*- of foreign
Tiie

people of this country
republican protection, at

know

|Mii

mrwHru

i»\

>

,-otiuer

iii'!-.

/

1

.'

It* >Ss -At I er I -le,March 1 J, to M r a* I M
Iordan *ir*.—, ;t daughter.
Iln|)i.|n»\
m (.'litre
Man1 1
Tfeiu.int
t.. Mr. and Mr- Frank I.. Ib.dgdon, a s.u.

soTHHr.y
of pensions

and Mr-. 1*1 v mouth K I,eland, a -on.
\ t I.
I lari..»r, Man n it. to Mr.
M< »RA n
Mr- Thoma- F Moran, a -on.
RKTTIMill.!.— At Walthaiii. March 12. t..
and Mr-. Albert K. Rctungll), a son.
RAKKKK— At Itnek.-port. March 13, to Mr.
Mr- l’almer Barker, a -on.
KANKIN.s—At Maria\ IIle. March In. p,
and Mr-. Reuben K. Rankin-. a -on.

work, and in fact I

the wants of those

make

to

Kvery person who reads this is cordially invited to call and inspect our
stock.
may

need of

If not in

interest

17VVRM

Emeky.

as

and
Mr

\|r.

—

1)1 KI>.

Hale is reported to have said
that he was very glad to see the administration take such a determined stand,
and that the dispatch was in touch with
the best sentiment of the American
people, who have on more than one
Senator

Verona. March 1", Manley H
Abbott, aged 4‘> years.
COLSON—At Franklin, March If#, infant son ol
Mr. and Mrs. Finery Colson, aged 3 days.
DOLLIVKR At Bar Harbor, March 1*2, Myra,
wife ot William 11 Dolliver, aged
years'.
DKVKRKl'X —At Bucksport, March 15. Charles
A. Devereux, aged .V» years, 11
months, 27
AliHoTT— At

—

indignities,

days.

At Kll-worth Falls. March 12. Mrs
ORA Y
Matilda C. Oray, aged 72 years, 1 month, 2.
—

S»e If-lie fence.

you ought to keep your flesh up. Disease will j
days.
billow if you let it get below a healthy standard.
MINKRS— At
March 17, Ralph
Buck-port,
So matter now thi- come-, what you need is Dr
Miners, aged 4 year-, months.
Pierre’s Golden Medical
Discovery. That h
BHILLIBS —At Hancock. Jan. .'50,
iin
Livonia,
greatest flesh build* r known to medical
widow of Luther Blnlllp-, aged 7»5 years.
scienee, far surpassing filthy cod liver oil end
all its nasty compounds. It’s suited to the most
SAUNDKRS— At Orland, March 13, Mrs. Sarah
delicate stomachs. It makes the morbidly thin,
A. Saunders, aged 7'* years.
plump and rosy, with health and strength
>eii*l f**r a free pamphlet. «>r remit in rts.
ItuxiiifM Notices.
'-tamp- ami get a book of !»»* pages with tes
Tapley’s‘’Bread Winner” out wears all other
tnnoniul?, addresses and portraits. Addre-s
World’s Dispensary Medical Association, titi’J shoes.
Main street, buffalo, N. Y.
To make the hair grow a natural color, pre
Hupture or breach permanently cured without vent baldness, and keep the scalp healthy1
the knit**. Address, for pamphlet and refer- (
I Hall s Hair Renewer was invented, and lias
World’s
ences,
Dispensary Medical Asso
I proved itself successful.
ciation, buffalo, N. Y.

j

Wc DON’T

ME.

continue

FOR

My Powders

have been sold for

fifteen

in

them

always

I

minutes.

refund the

or

Twelve
money.
box for 25 cts.
If you try them

j

you will

once

them.

use

h
We

We

S. I).

Ei.lswortii.

Dad to bo pushed
Lark a "half-hour
and
nr'iviimv in the inurniiiK'
1
nuart4r of »"
II
ln*ur In tiio after
1
noon" to make it a
VV H II
D
"watch seldom ck
ttlb-d but never excelled-’’
My stock of watches have the Waltham
nm\ement, and consequently need no
such operation.
.Icwelrv wild

I)rF 4 IV

4

I A I A

1 1 Kill
v\
\V rP| 11

-s.

Silverware,

too.

<

I fan
Iv to the
Several g<
« realm rv.
and with p;« nt> wood and
pasturing. I..iw terms. 1 ■particulars inquire of \. 1 lle-iaiTiiv, Ellsworth

INARMS

do

v

own a .Sheep Farm or the * >ccan.
We DO
however, handle a very nice hi. •{
( Immols ’-kins and sponge-, bought at

tlr-t

|{ i h oKO, ( oN\
ncorpt rated in l>7i.
< .■•HIM.-need Ru-lm
.1 \M» .*» N tl II«*I V l*re-i b HI
11

are

same

J. Sargent,
account,

M

I

N

I

Old h

M

<

■.

\\y 1: .!!.

t.r.'K-.r

Co..

office In

purpose of

Portland for the
In bonds and secun

Itn

I'Tl

in

--

11

eluding

as are

I-

op; :i7
k:
1 >

i««mio

.,:im

no

of

*s.

c..|

ibl-JU
•>!

amount of liabilities
m t -urplu-,

in

#3,.V.«7,.’»30.t>7

Brant A ( iislmmti.

Hanks and

ELL"W<

>RTH,

Agents,
Mk.

ILcrjal Xotifcs.

STATE OF MAINE.
ss:- « ourt of probate,
Ellsworth,
March term. a. d.. 1W>.
having been filed for settlement in estates of
Elizabeth F. Osgood, late of Bluehill, deceased. Irving Osgood, administrator.
H. B. SAUNDERS,
Harvey Moore, late of Ellsworth, deceased.
Augustus E. Moore, administrator.
Lester H. Farrell, late of Eden, deceased.
51 b> Exchange Street,
Chas. H. Wood, administrator.
Robinson, late of Isle au Haut, deSpencer
MAINE
PORTLAND,
ceased. J. 1). Barton, executor.
C. P. Jordan, late of Ellsworth, deceased.
L. F. Files, administrator.
Ordered, That the said accountants give
notice to all persons interested, bv causing a
copy of this order to be
published three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in Ellsworth, in
said county, that they appear at a
probate
court, to be holden at Ellsworth, on the second
Wednesday of April next, at ten of the
-AND-i clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if any
1
they have, why tin* same should not he alOF
AND
o. p.
I N MN(iHAM, Judge.
I lowed.
Y. >1. C A. HI ILDIXG,
Attest: —( 'h as. P. Dokk, Register.
li.YNGOlt ME.
A true copy, Attest: -('has. P.
Dokk, Register.
I
Thel,ending Business College in the State,
subscriber hereby gives public notice
The only school east of Boston that teaches the
to all concerned, that he has been
1
duly
“A.7//.1 Sy.itrm of Actual Hutriuegg Practice from
appointed and has taken upon himself the
the <tartv < <»ur-*e of study thoroughly practical. trust of e xecutor of
the last will and u-taBranches
taught. Book-keeping, Business ment of Kben Blaisdell, late of Franklin,
< orrespondence, ComArithmetic,
I »'* the
county of Hancock, deceased, by
mercial Law, Spelling, Actual Business Practice
bond
as
K>ving
the
law
directs; he
Banking, shorthand and Typewriting.
therefore
requests all persons who arc inSend for Catalogue giving full description of debted to said
deceased’s estate, to make imEli.es System, together with testimonials from mediate
payment, and those who have any
I
the leading educators.
! demands thereon to exhibit the same for set
K. L>. ClIKLLIS, Secretary,
Address
tlement.
Hknkv Boynton.
Bangor, Maine.
Ellsworth, March 13, a. d. l«a*>.

BONDS

SCHOOL

AND

SHORTHAND

nut

v

ILrg.il XotircE.
ci

rt

I

it

H n
within
tin see *nd Wednesday of Mar
AN' \
A
KIN'. IIUMH d
cert: ti i n-t o ment
I
pu
the last will and te-iam. nt
t it—
late of Orliuid, in s u I county, *1
d
(;.•
for
-aimmg pres. nt.
pr.-b.it*
\
Nan* v
»td
Irdrred. That the
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Where the insolvent debtor pointed out
to the assignee two wagons as a pHrt <>f
his estate and refused upon request by
the assignee to selec which one he would
retain, but claimed to be entitled to both,
and t he assignee relied upon his acts and
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stopped by his art- and representations
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distressed me terribly, and I was so nervoils that the least excitement or noise,
even the shutting of a door, would cause
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Cuba, ever since the “Virginius" affair.
He has had the subject called to his attention more recently by communications he has received from some freiends
and relatives now cruising in the West
Indies for pleasure.
He received a letter a day or two ago
from a relative, who recently stopped off
at Havana < n route to the islands of St.
Thomas and Trinidad, and there were
several references in it to the unfriendly
feeling the Spanish residents of Cuba displayed toward Americans. They do not
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which were held there every
suppers
the
fortnight. The dear old lady always had
word and a smile for us.
a kind
^n,t S(, did Sophronia, whom we always
associated in our mind with Hannah the
housemaid” in Ixmgfellow’s “Tales of a
Wav-id*- Inn,” with her checkered handkerchief folded neatly across her breast;
haircut short and firmly put behind her
skirts that showed her spotears; short
above the low shot's
less white stockings

The following salaries were voted :
Chief engineer of tire departn nt

DOLLARS LESS

LAST YEAR—SALARIES
OFFICERS

THAN

CUT—MINOR

APPOINTED

ROUTINE

—

OTHER

BUSINESS.

The hoard of aldermen met Saturday
evening, pursuant to adjournment. The
full hoard was present. Mayor Dutton
The minutes of previous
presiding.
meeting were read and approved.
Frank S. Lord appeared before the
hoard to ask permission to run a wire
from his office on State street, along
Water street to his coal yard. He had received permission to string the wire on
the electric light company’s poles beneath the arm. The board granted t lie
desired permission, with the provision
[hat the wire should be at least twenty
feet above the ground.
Aid. Brady moved that the board pro-

jiltlf

leather string.
sunny kitchen seemed
of comfortable conprevaded with an air sure
of a kindly
We were always
tent.
a

March

member of the school

a

opportunities,

Drink.

mental

anguish and

declined to accept.
Aid. Whiting, chairman of special committee appointed to investigate tire department, contingent fund, discount on

MRS.

DOW of CENTRE,
ME., will be remembered by her
all her life; and her advice to
ALTIA A.

others

showing

Impure

lilood is

It

only

was

taxes, State and county tax, city clerk
salary and fees, submitted his report,
which was accepted.
Voted, that the salary of the city clerk
be fixed at fl50 per year.
Aid.
Maddocks, Kppes, and Carlisle,
with the mayor, were appointed a com-

any indication of
equally valuable.

this: to make

of

use

500

880

1.4(H)

Fire department.

1,300

1,300

City library.
City debt.
Interest on city debt.

375

2(H)

l.ooo
3,303

3.0(H)
3,200

Text book.
Water.

(inn

3no

l,7»m

.School-house.
Commercial high school.

1,000

2,000
1,200
1,00*)

5(H)

400

Discount on taxes.
Survey for sewers and roads..

2.1(H)
1.0(H)

3,200

$.57,138

$42,300

j

j

the means that cured her and her
adviser

investigate and report upon the
desirability of discontinuing the Doyle
bridge below Hall’s mill, and building a
road from the Burrill lumber company’s
mill to the road west of said bridge.
Voted, that the city treasurer receive
mittee to

disburseper
ments, up to flioO, and nothing for disbursements thereafter, in payment for

one-half of

The Kind That Cures
a

Voted,

great

cent,

one

m'miop

in

on

use

of the

arm

on

the

affected side.
She says: *■ A friend advised
me to take DANA'S Sarsaparilla.
I took six bottles, and
say I am CURED.
has gone awav, and I
arm as

well

as ever.

can

The

safely
tumor

can use

I

am

my

writing

year since I took your
medicine, and 1 am still well. 1
advise all to try it.”
this about

a

LOOK
AT

THAI'

Elegant
French
Mixture
IN MY WINDOW.

20 cts. per lb.

Only

tax

collector allow
all

on

of

taxes

thus collected to that date
one-half of one per cent; on the
amount collected after that date on taxes
of 1*1 to his compensation shall be two
and one-lialf per cent.
Voted, that Josiah H. Higgins receive
».'»4) for hi- services as day police for the
for amounts
be

j

ensuing year.
Voted, that all

taxes of

1S95 remain-

ing unpaid after Sept. 1. 1*9.'), be declared
delinquent, and that such taxes shall bear
interest thereafter at the rate of
c

lit.

a

one

per

month.

The board adjourned to meet Monday
even ing.
MONDAY KVKNINli’S SKSSION.
The board met Monday evening per-

ORANGES,
-FROM-

pnpfiit'orl

month, at 7 o’clock p.

Mnnt ipp

nf

City library Maddocks and Brady.
Voted, That the salary of the supervisor of schools be foot), lie to furnish fiis

nothing

for

$250,
up
disbursements above that

further saving is made in the matter
police. l,ast year the city marshal was
the day policeman, and received $50 per
month, the night policeman receiving the
This year the city marshal
same amount.
is night policeman and receives $50 per
month, while the day policeman receives
A

be

supplied

c.

E.

to 35
G.

c.

per doz.

of supervisor of schools
department officers remain the

last year.
K S< IIOOL < OMMITTKK.

Annual Meeting of the Hoard I'.. \V.
Lord Re-elected Supervisor.

SMITH,

53 Main Street.

i.

ten dent

the old stand, near
the Marine Kailway,

Water St.. ELLSWORTH, ME.
I

My mother-in-law, Mrs. Elizabeth
Wolfe, at the age of 72 years, was attacked with a violent form of salt
it

rheum;

spread

all

her

over

body,

healed up and there has never been
any ,-ign of the disease since. She is a
Healthy Robust Child.

grandmother took Ibiod's Sarsaparilla at the -ame time, and the salt
Her

its violence and a
effected. It took
about three months for her cure, and
her goo ! health and
ascribes
she
stn ngth at her advanced age to Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. It lias certainly been a
(iodsend to my family.” Mns. Sophia
rheum decreased in

perfect

cure was soon

Wolfi. Zaleski. Ohio.

They inquired

of

Dodger, who

was

out

late, if he wasn’t afraid his wife would
miss him. He replied no, lie was afraid
she wouldn’t; for she could throw

When

Baby

When sho

was

was a

When she had

'l l;, we gave !.<t < ’astoria.
Child, she cried f..r Castoria.

Miss, she clung

to

Custoria.

Children, she gave them Castoria.

It you are weak and worn out, or have that
tired feeling, Hood’s Sarsaparilla i- just the
medicine to re-tore your strength and gi\c you
Hood’s iur,kes pure blood.
a good appetite.
For a dinner
we conildentlv

I

s:; HOOD’S

that the final action of the I

so

When she became

at

In-i-t upon HOOP'S. and go about the house without the
crutches. He has now taken Hood’s S«irCoy’s Life Saved.
for eighteen months,
"I cannot praiso Ifood’a Sarsaparilla saparilla regularly
and for t lie past six months has been withenough for what it has done for my boy.
out the crutches, which he has outgrown
Some four years ago, when six years old,
bv several inches. The sores haveall healed
hidisease
in
attacked
was
by
hip
George
with the exception of on*-* which is rapidly
of
him
a
had
to
We
get
pair
closing,
only the scars and an occasional
right leg.
as reminders of his sufferc rutches, with which he was able to m .we limp remaining
Hood’s
ing.
Sarsaparilla in his case has
We
deformed.
became
hut
badly
about,
truly done wonders, and he daily gainhad to have hia right leg lanced just above ing in tlesh and good color. He runs about
and
a
second
sore
plays as lively as any child. We feel
the knee. In a few weeks
an inexpressible joy at having our boy rebroke out, both discharging freely. Agon- stored
to health and we always speak in
izing pains afflicted him, hecould not bear the highest terms of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”
H.
to he moved, his growth was stopped and Mrs. Henry W. Murphy, Exeter, N.
else.

meeting last Saturday over “superintendent” ami “supervisor,” Mr.
Lord suggested that in voting, ballots be j
cast
reading “supervisor or superin- j

at

:m.

Sarsaparilla

men’s

for

PRICES.

May

Your Blood

A

J

Wood tilIcrs, at

REDUCED

King’s

running sores in and her hands and limbs were dreadful
from Nature for help, and unless there broke out, making eight
At the same time, my
all. We did all we could for him, but he to look at.
is prompt and satisfactory response
we had
little daughter Clara, who was just one
grew weaker every day, although
illness.
you will tie liable to serious
three of the best physicians. As a last reold. was attacked by a similar
This demand can only bo met by sort we were prevailed upon by relatives year
It appeared in
like scrofula.
disease,
with
who had taken Hood’s Sarsaparilla
the purifying, enriching and
beneficial results to give the medicine a
Large Sores
Blood-Vitalizing
trial. We got one bottle about the first under eaeh side of her neck; had the
elements to he found in lloods Sarsa- of March, and he had taken the mediattendance of the family physician and
t.ite beparilla. That this is the best medicine cine only a few days when his n
other doctors for a long time, but
one
ha<•■•ken
lu*
When
for you to take is proven by the fact gan to improve.
I road of
bottle he could move about a 1 He with seemed to grow worse.
accomand
sales
has
the
that it
largest
his crutches, which he had n* t been able many people cured of scrofula by
plishes the greatest cures of any medi- to use for the preceding t hree months. W e Hood's
Sarsaparilla. As soon as we
It purities the continued
cine in the world.
faithfully with Hood’s SarsapaHood's
Sarsaparilla to Clara, she
gave
builds
up rilla, and in six months he was
blood, creates an appetite,
the nervous system and renovates the
began to get better, and before the first
Able to be Dressed
entire body. I Hi not he induced to buy
bottle was gome, the sores entirely

anythin:.'

The first meeting of the school committee for 1895 was held at the aldermen’s
The full
room
last Monday afternoon.
board
including the newly-I
present,
1
elected member, II. Fremont Maddocks.
The other members were Messrs. Knowlton, Lord, Kiehardson and (Jrindal.
Organization was effected by the electing, by ballot, of a chairman. Four votes
were cast ; J. F.
Knowlton had three; (’. !
H. (drindal had one, and Mr. Knowlton
was declared elected.
In view of the discussion at the aider-

bower Brices Than Ever.
GREATLY

:

$100 per year.
The salaries

SPRING PAINTING
can

the

in Which to

ing your

of

same as

of

voted to hold a lair the
To make the fair a success
if is necessary for each member of the
society to lend a hand at the next meeting, this (Thursday) evening, when plans
are to be discussed and committees chosen.
Every member is urged to be present.

April

in a short time he haH a mere skeleton.
At this season everyone should take
He had no appetite, and it was hard work
blood
our
^
medicine.
a good spring
to make him eat enough to keep him alive.
must be purified or you will be neglect- A few weeks later we had his hip lanced,
There is a cry and following this five other eruptions
health.

amount.

and tire

meeting

was

Which Purifies, Vitalizes and Enriches the Blood.

and

straight.

want of Paint Stock

Hood’s

year.
The amount of discount allowed on
taxes paid before Aug. 15 has been reduced from 10 to 6 per cent, which means
the saving of a considerable sum.
Last year the city treasurer was allowed two per cent, on moneys disbursed ;
this year he is allowed one-half of one
per

last

j

last

to

the

And the Best Blood Purifier is

m.

amounts

At

Daughters it
first of May.

l.txgcx quantities.

is ono of those things
of which it. may truly he said that “increase of appetite grows by what it feeds
on.” Since this is unquestionably the
case, may it not ho exceedingly probable
that the greater tho percentage of alcohol contained in any particular kind of
The
King’s Daughters acknowledge
liquor the more rapidly will a morbid I with gratitude the liberal donation of
cultivated?
1
fur
stimulation
be
appetite
food sent them for distribution from the
must therefore give it as my opiniou
at Hancock hall last week.
party
that tho least injurious of all aleoholio
liquors, and therefore the ono that is
How’s This!
tho safest and tho best for men to drink,
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
is the ono which contains tho smallest any case of Catarrh that cannot he cured by
Catarrh Cure.
percentage of alcohol.—Dr. William H. Hall’s F. J. CHENEY A CO., Props. Toledo, 0.
Hammond.
I We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
! Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe hiui
| perfectly honorable in all business transactions
Some of the most courageous people are and
able to carry out any obligation
j madefinancially
afraid of being laughed at.
by ids firm.
I
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Nothing can convince a lazy man that ; Walding, Hitman A Marvin, Wholesale Drug( gists, Toledo, < >hio.
he is not the victim of had luck.
I
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actinto
ing directly upon tfie blood and mucous surdelude
themselves
Many people
I faces of the system. Price, 75c. per bottle,
thinking that laziness is poor health.
Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials free.

Purify

LAST YEAR’S SALARIES.
salary of the city clerk, which
has been fixed this year at $150, was $200

on

uuu

Are the Best Months

The

cent,

injgui

Liquor drinking

March

)ii<4

Inside and Outside Paints, Varnishes,

20

say.

cutting

[This department is conducted by the flandln Hand circle of the King’s Daughters of Ellaworth. Headquarters at Rooms 12 and 1.1 Manning block, Main street, Ellsworth.]

Utiiirrtisnnrnts.

Adjourned.

docks.

Parties in

FLORIDA

no one can

j

iTIje King’s Daughters.

Opinion of an Expert.
Tbe groat curse of alcoholic liquors is
that their use creates a morbid appetite
—a coustautly
increasing desire for
more—iu many cases. Many men who
began to uso alcoholic liquors in great
moderation find themselves gradually

D'.»l, $5,172.

adjournment. Present, Mayor aldermen
might conform t<» the present
Dutton, Aid. Kppes, Whiting, Maddocks j
action of the school hoard.
and Brady. Clerk Wytnan; Mayor Dutton
It was contended that under the new
presiding.
The board
law this could not be done.
Voted, to pay Night Watchman Donthen proce eded to the election of a superovan foU per month, including his services
j visor. As in the election of a chairman,
as city marshal.
only four votes were cast; K. \Y. Lord
1.4
VfoUn.w.bu
Itru.Uu».t
VY It it it tr
had three; one was blank, and Mr. Lord
committee to inquire j
were appointed a
i
The supervisor is
was declared elected.
of
the
the
into
city j
keeping
expediency
clerk of the board ex officio.
of
library open during the afternoon
Several amendments to the rules of the
every day except Sunday, and wee what
committee were made. I’nder t he "duties
arrangements could be made therefor,
of the
supervisor” section 7 was so
ami report at the next meeting.
changed that hereafter the teachers of
Voted, that the vote fixing the salary
ti»e high and commercial schools will be
of day policeman be
reconsidered, and
elected by the board instead of being
that bis salary be $ 100 a year.
appointed by the supervisor.
ST V N L> I NO COM M ITTK KS.
Section 30 was so changed that certifthe
The mayor appointed
following
icates to teach may be renewed from
standing committees:
year to year by indorsement, but no cerFinance Whiting and Maddocks.
tificate granted previous to the adoption
claims
and
Accounts
Brady and
of these rules shall be reindorsed, except
W hiting.
those of teachers who have taught in the
and
and
Streets
highways Fppes
public schools of Kllsworth at least two
Carlisle.
and in grades the equivalent of
years,
s
and
and
Sidewalks
|
bridges
those for which certificates are desired.
Brady.
In other respects the rules of the board
City property Carlisle and Whiting.
are t he same as last year.
Fire department Whiting and Madto

UtiUfrtisciiunts.

NICE

however,

a

paid in prior to the fifteenth of
August next; and that his compensation

suant

See that you get DANA’S

the

1S95

the neck, exceedingly painful
its self, and almost depriving

her of the

hou

I'll

that

discount of six per cent

deal with Scrofulous humors, finally
developing in a tumorous growth
on

Damascus is said to be the oldest city in
the world. It is spoken of in the story of
When it was really built,
Abraham.

Voted, that the city clerk be authorized and directed to notify Chief Justice
Peters that John W. Somes, appointed by
him as arbitrator in the ease between the
city and Roscoe Holmes, street commis

his services.

had been troubled

She

000

light.

Decrease 1895 from

large.
Aid. Kppes presented the name of
F. Hooper, appointment as constable at
Aid.
Maddocks opposed
the;
large.
appointment. Vote being taken, three
ballots were cast, with only one vote, that
for Mr. Hooper. Aid. Maddocks objected.
Aid Kppes withdrew the nomination.
John H. Davis was appointed second
overseer of the poor in place of Isaiah
Blaisdell, appointed last week, but who

It is Safe
given

5(h)

school.

Whitford._

appointment.
Voted, that regular meetings of the
Lewis | board be held the first Monday in each

atmrrtisnncntss.

to say that the advice

Insane poor.
Police.

Electric

Frank S. Lord was chosen harbor master and John II. Donovan constable at

Take tin m, and let tin m live over again.
Tak" them—redet-ln all the Ioswh sustained.
By some great boom in the new life rt'gained,
Then l»t me. oh, let me from temptation
shrink;
Don't a.-k me to drink, brother; don’t ask me
to drink.
—Salem (Ind.) Democratic Sun.

1894.

$0,500
5.0(H)
1,400
1,500
4,oon
4.2(H)
2.0(H)

High

member
to the fact that the
whose term expired represented the third
the
ward, though
retiring member
Edward P. Ix>rd, had been a resident of

pain—

1895.

$5,000
5,oo0
1,000
1,500
4,000
4,000
1,800

bridge.
City poor.
City schools.

tention

*72.

Fund.

Contingent.
Highway.
Sidewalk.

backward, () time, In yonr

turn

Sink
Tho lost

APPROPRIATIONS.
were
The following appropriations
voted. [The appropriations of last year
are annexed for comparison.]

at-

another ward.
Aid. Whiting said he thought the third
Backward.
ward should be represented outlie comflight.
mittee, but still he was willing to act in
Make me a boy ngain, happy and bright.
Esj ri* !;>■'' would teach me the pitfalls to shun concert with the other members of the
In the n* w life race that I would then run,
board.
convivial!
Th>- transient enjoyment with
Vote being taken resulted in the elecfri« nds
And all tho mock pleasures the social glass I tion of H. Fremont Maddoeks, lie receiv1. nds
Martin H. Moore one.
1 ing four votes and
I v. .M shun » re they 1« <1 to insanity's brink.
Aid. Whiting presented the name of
I> n'l ask m<* to drink, brother; don't ask mo
Lin wood 11. Cushman for appointment as
to drink.
second assistant engineer of the lire deof
the
Otide
flow
backward,
years.
Backward,
partment. Mr. Cushman was elected by
in oblivion the past with its tears,
to

each.

com-

Supervisor of Schools Lord called

18.

Don’t Ask Me

each; torch boys, $5 each.
Members of city hose company No. 2,
$20 each; torch boys, $5 each.
Members of Tieonic hose company, $20

mittee.

welcome t here.
of

elect

ceed to

pleasant,

E. H. S., Clash

*70

year.
First assistant. *25 per year.
Second assistant, $25 per year.
Assessors, $2 per day.
Stewards of tire department. $50 per
year each.
Members of hook and ladder company,
$5 each.
Members of Dirigo hose company, $20,

C'N

The

Way to Make Batter Come.
I wish to add a little light to tho question ‘‘How to Make the Butter Come.”
C. P. Goodrich’s suggestions aro all
good and important, but if wo havo
no fresh cows or silago or roots, and
aro doing tho vory host wo can and
churn at from Cl to 72 degree?, yet get
no butter, and finally sit down tired and
discouraged, what then? We want most
of all to know what to do to prevent any
further loss.
Immediately after skimming set tho
cream in water and beat gradually to
140 degrees, though 100 degrees will do
Do not have tho cream too
no harm.
thick. It is about right as it comes from
tho deep setting.
Set it away in a cool
place until a full churning is obtained,
then warm to 04 degrees, and it will
como with ten minutes’ churning.
If from any cause tho cream is bitter
—which is sometimes tho case when
cream is hard to churn—this method ol
handling will sweeten it completely,
B
making good sweet butter.—N

per

fl!1

tied with

Tills Man's

SALARIES.

APPROPRIATIONS

FOR THE ENSUING YEAR.

their choice for mayor of a man
understands the needs of

in

11

BUDGET

people

The

transportation and the city to furnish for his use the aldermen’s room,
with lights and fuel.
own

CITY FATHERS.

pill and general family cathartic
A'lct
r eoinimmift Hood’s Pi!!-.

I

MARINE LIST.
j
[

liosi’oN

Ilomntic f’orta.
Cld Mur It, -ch \ntilc (L

Kucksport.
It

j

!

a

i. n

MoitF.—shl Marti,

ing, It >ston
'Ll'liK* sld Mar li,
—

-ch

-ch
S

Puritan,
E.

Does lie

Maine Central Railroad.
Local Time Table

(Julner,
Hard

ISA B

Use

Nightengale,

A ork.
Nkw I.iimhin sld Mar EJ, -«di Nellie Drum.
New A ors.
Noukoi.k rid Mar It, hark John s. Emery,
WiMt-ier, Santiago.
Nkwimiut Nkw- ^n! Mar l»t, hark Henry A
Litclilield. 11 u I liert. I’ortland.
MoliM.i -sld M.ir 1* -fli Maud snare. Pasea

Up

New

Clothes ?

goula.

Niw
AnuK ‘Id Mar !*'•. sell- Caro line «
Eo--, Crabtree, Jacksonville; (Uronto, Holt,
I to-11 *11.
Ar Mar l.'», -eh Henry s. Woodruff, Din-more.
I'ort itu Prince.
Ar Mar 1• chs Irvlng Leslie, Miami. (Heml>
Iturke, Wick ford.
( Id Mar I", sell- John
Paul. Fo-s, A/ua,
Nellie Woodbury. Stratton, Cape llavtl
I'oim.ANii -I I Mar if., -eh Harold I. Kerry,
Dreen’- Landing lor New A'ork.
-ch- Annie L (ireen and E 1
Ar Mar It,
Warren. 4■ r. cn’s Landing lot* N< w A ork.
\ ima Aim IIAvk.n
\
Mar !.*•, -ch H S Lord,
jr, Kinihall, Deer l-h* for New A'ork.
Ar Mar 1*!, sell Cornelia Soule, Swan’s I-land
for Philadelphia
Ar Mar 17, sell Maud Snare,
Pam A«;oi i.
Lowell. Middle
Pkktii AMitm —Sld Mar 17, sch Hugh Kelley,
Ila-kell, Savannah
Pour-Moi m -sld Mar Id, sch Anna W
Darker. New A'ork
.1
\r Mar 1 '•. sch s
Sai.km
Lindsey, Me
Fadden, Dockland for New York

I'oreiirn Puru
Kino-ion -In port Mar t, brig Woodbury,
Daviil-on, unc
Notes.
Sell Edgars Eo-ter,
Keverly, \»> tons, haheen -old to ( apt T M Nieiiolson, of Duck-port,
lor the li-idng business.
< apt W \\ I'uriier, ot ltueksport, has sold the
-eh m nafof I" ( apt J E Hutchins, of Winter
por. taking the -ch Maria Webster in c\
change.
I.iimmin, March 11- \ lighter with boo pack
merchandt-e from hark
age- or ca-c- "i
Vui'urndale. which arrived at Li -Don Mareh I
fr*"n Philadelphia, ha- sunk along-i ie a wliarl
at Lisbon.
Sen Julia Kaker, from nrland for itoslon,
before reported at Ke.fa-t leaking, repaired ami
proceeded Mar- li I*'..
"f
Niw
Vhi:k. Mareh 1- -eh Margaret
Chcrr\field'. Ih d.in-on, from Norfolk for New
oii-hels of corn, wliih* heating
A ork, with
in, mlsstayed am' -truck on Dry Koiner at
mid night.
aptaitt and crew of four taken ..if
by liie-aving crew and put on hoard wrecking
o hi;
W in E ( liapm tn, which attempted t"
pull tin* schooner off hut failed. Site -till lias
haw set* to her. 'rite Margaret is making some
water, ami lies surrounded by four old wreck-.

HARBOR

I>ec.
TO

.‘So, 1894.

BANOOR.

A M P. M. P.M.
HARBOR.
10 30....
2 45
virrento. 3 15

BAR

Sullivan.! <45
Sit. Desert Ferry.
11 20 12 45 4 15
Hancock.
til -S
uo, 4 25
franklin Road. Mi 30 1 15, 4 35
ELLSWORTH.
II 50 1 40 4 50
Ellsworth Fall". M l 55 1 50 f4 55
»reen Lake. M2 15 t2 30 5 17
Lake House. M2 23 t2 45 t5 27
Egerv’s Mills. M2 20 +2 50 t5 31
Holden. M2 20 3 (Hi 5 35
IVnobscot Junction.
12 47 3 35 15 55
Bangor, K\. St. 12 55 3 50 6 05
1 oo 3 .55 6 10
ISAM.OR, M. C.
BAN<tOR TO BAR HARBOR.
A

IS A N(iO|;.
Bangor. K\. St
IVnobscot Junction.
(olden.
Egery’s Mill.
Lake llou e.
b een Lake..
Ellsworth Falls.
EL! ,S\V< HIT H.
franklin Road.
Hancock.
Sit. Desert Ferry.
'ullivan..
M»rrento.

BAR HARBOR.

'Stop

on

M. A M. P.M
S 15 6 50
S 25 6 55
3 40 7 04

7 oo
7 05
7 14
7 3*'.
t7 30
t7 43
t7 53
S 15
S 20

15 7 27
t‘* 20 t7 30
t'.' 23 f" 34
9 45 j? 44
10 25 3 07
10 35 3 12
3 34 11 00 3 27
8 12 1128 3 37
s 50 11 40 3 45
0 10 12 05'.
0 35 12 30
1005 1 00 *9 30

signal or notiecto Conductor.
permitting ferry passage.

; Weather

These trains connect at Bangor, with through
rains on Main Line to ami from Portland, Bouand st. John.
Passengers are requested to procure tickets
iefore entering tin* train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
tin

ELLSWORTH

CLOTHING FACTORY,
CAMPBELL, JOY & CO.,
tear Giles Block,

opp. Whiting Bros.’

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. GREENE, Agent.
)n

PAYSON Tl’i KKR,
Vice Pres, and (ien’l Manager.
BOOTH BY, Oen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
Dec. 28. 1804.
K

\MERICAN HOUSE,
ELLSWOKTII, ME.,
P«» solicit orders for Nursery Stock, Salary or
'oimnNsioii. < 'ash advanced for expenses, and
»lit tit tree.
Experience not essential. Active,
lard workingmen can make good pay. The heat
*f reference required.
t he It. (i. CHASE CO..
Malden, Mass.

WILLIAM WEEKS, Proprietor.

Centrally located; within easy reach of the
tatlon and the business part of the town.
*f;.no per day.
Special rates to regular
murders.

iTorrcsponlimcc.

|

That New York iiraiiitc I. i'\.
State of New York,
Assembly Chamber,

Albany, March 13. lS9r>. I
To the Editor of the American:
Unusual interest has been manifested
in the Tobin law. chapter 277 of New
York. :v9«. This law has created much
discus'* on. and all pari ies inteiv.M ed in
the granite industry of New England are
giving attention to the present efforts
being made in the New \ ork legislature
It has been |
to have the law amended.
given out in several newspapers throughMaine that this law has been
out
amended

that

so

from

empted

its

paving blocks are exprovisions, thereby

allowing paving blocks to he cut in
Maine as heretofore. This is not the
case, and the purpose of my writing is to
correct this and to show the present and
true position of this all-important law.
It has been found impossible to repeal
the Tobin law, and every effort has been
it has required diligent and

and

made

persistent

bring

efforts to

the

legislature

New York to except paving blocks
from the provisions of the law. io accomplish this, the united efforts of all
of

emparties—contractors, employers and
ployees have been centered. The granite
ork and New
paving industry of New
England would be destroyed did this law
prevail. This was clearly seen by all concerned, but legislators saw matters differently, and it required us to show the true
position of affairs.
This bill has been brought up in the
assembly four times, and it was only
after repeated rebuffs that we were today enabled to pass it by a vote of
ninety-six for and live against. We thus
got the bill from the assembly. It now
the
goes to the Senate, where, perhaps,
same obstructive forces will be met.
Legislators believe that the state

of

amply competent to supp.\
its markets with granite fur paving purmen
Practical ami competent
poses.
know different, but it has required hard
work to convince assemblymen to tin>i

v\

\ork

is

I, 'cal

contrary.

regardless

pride,

of

has In id M\ay, but we are pleased
that the chief difficulties have been

teachers;

ascertain
lu\v need t han
arc
Th*
another?
by consulting
many young teachers of little experience,
How

that

th

Senate

i-

reached the bill will, we hope,
got
through, and the paving industry once
more be begun, not only in the interest
be

ability

better pause awhile on the threshold of
her career, and estimate the amount of
stock she has to put into so trying an enthe
terprise; sin* should never set foot on
tirst round without an ambition to some
day reach the top of the ladder of sucOne seldom gets beyond w hat he or
cess.
she aims at, but more ofU n falls far short
of it.
At th *st meetings various topics touching school superv;- n and school work.
class mca; ;cn

James Grant.
i-.iuii t»i >ehouls.

MJperx
North Penobscot. March 15, 1S95.
To the Editor of The American:
In nearly all of the smaller towns tin
duties formerly devolving upon school j
agents *uid superintending committees,
will
i!mo$t wholly discharged by tinIf he be compe?r of schools.
suphas the confidence of the school
te*!'.
board.
y will not feel able or willing t-'
render much gratuitous service, e\ n !'••:■
advancement
so worth.- n objec as th
■

-i

***'

n>

tilt promo*, iuii of school govt rnment,
requirenv nis o; leachers as io preparavery day work, etc., could be
tion,
thoroughly dis. ussed. Each could contribute. from hi> experience, facts and
tions

v\

tlit

...

ns

u. of

ieral

suggest t hesc few thoughts for tin
school officers
of
t lie
consideration

throughout

tin

c

unity, hoping to Ivnr
Sppkrn

from others.

\\ oMi.m Siillrage.
NoRTH Penohsimt. Mart

isok.

the House of

representatives,

on

f
:n

woman

It did honor both to his head

and heart.

W<

nn’s R: f f

b

It
the greatest
.e
wards to receive such letters
as

the following from:
Miss Louise Muller, who
—

lives at 44

Michigan Ave.,

Evanston,

in

111.

She says:
“As I have

—

used Lydia
E. Pinktaote Com-

and

pound,
have

there-

by become
entirely well.
recommending all my
_

I

am

lady

friends to use it.
1 am
sure it will help them in all
cases of womb trouble, leucor-

irregular or
monthly periods.’

rhcea,
I

am

sure

it is

painful
our

best

friend. I am so thankful to ,
Mrs. Pinkham for the good
she has done me that I wish
j
every sick woman in America
would write her r.t
Lynn
Mass., and get i er advice, or
get her Vegetable Compound ;
at any

druggist’s.”

sumed.

e

wer

con-

Mr. Nickerson hud

,md a'l.

.;

buildings

>

hen town meet ing Monday,
being to **,*,■ it the lown will
a»ck from
in
to mi
Ii-.nge
isn’t an
>c-i. : -nit."
No. :
•; I

a

on

I.

r.

not

to

\*>.

s5u*i.

f

\-

doze

a;.

v

ve

Hr

.....

paper pr'i'iod a half
t. a gathering

,•

bos refers

*.

'•

held

he

to

m

s

aad

<>:

g

in

Cloak

give t InMaine, too. Tf won!
*'>.• v *ters
town's name: at least un*
Lewiston Journal.
have spoken.

it

that

assurance

was

One ease of Bates Ginghams
One ease Toile de North,
25 pes. Scotch Ginghams
French Sateens
American Sateens

and

1

russe*

a

that

r

More
ber

:

twenty years ago, as a memMaine !•. g.slat ure. 1 voted f<
have advocated ii in the press
v -r since.
It is one of t h
1
lia.ii

more or

"*

kind—I

ii).

ice

misfon

one

i’hat

Stableman
*

10(1

n
s

trouble

>

i;

■

ii

dire

find

to
;

s

of

his eyes is blind.

nut hi* fault.

*'>r;

o

une.

ri'ury You can’t see the
.\ :
lie's in his private office,
nmynr n
s- •(!•
sn
Pol:
What right's he got to
u p : Hte
:li *■? It wuz a public office we
You tell him
el*.--ted him to, wuzn't it?
ter come right out quick, or I'm agin
him!
<t’s

v*

Little Boy Mayn't I he preacher when
1 grow up?
Fond Parent—Of course you
Little Boymay, my pet, if you want to.
Yes, I do. 1 s’pose I've got to go to
church all my life, anyhow, and it's a
good deil harder to sit still than to walk1
around and holler.

(

rash*

at

1 c!>.

pt

r

\

.rti.

vLO't for

i.ujs

in

pieces

Bird'.- live- at M cents per

and Iju

e-

Curtains

at

reeiuetd

prices.

Kid Gloves.

piece

a

A nout 100 pairs e>f K iel (11*»\.
n- st ng of .’> and 7
Itiaritz and undressed, slightIv damaged, take-n fr<
I Ins. will not last
regular stoek. at 49 cts. per pair.

piece.

than 10

days,

and

aei\;s«

we

\er\eiiu

,....

,.ur

ng*
hurr\ ami g-t ; ht-

to

tirsl pick.

Underwear.

lAmesburyat

The same bargains we e.fft-red in the*m !>ist month w
rit in lie t his meuit h.
t '< >TT(> N t ’NDLKWKAK, Consisting of
I .adit—
NightKobes, Chemise, Corset Covers, Skirts at reduet-d pr;<

this
your

BARGAINS 'l,:,;nn;ii‘ ::K:S^

-k-u

«-

of

per pair.
100 Bedspread*, regular 85 cents go. Vo. n» 5o *
lO.oot) yards Slieeting at price- ih \< r h*nrd of, or at less
than the manufacturer's prices to-day.
Bltached l
dels
t 1 Cleveland at
7 ets
t t Fruit nt
s ets
Lon si la!-- ('uni brie at
10 ets
Bleached 8 0 and lo 1, l *
15, Is and 20 ets
goods, at
40 and 45 inch at
8, 10 and 12 ets

ill

oi

it. and

h

be

at 1at 15
at
nt

Tow Is fr.-m 5 to 25 cents, or about on*-; hiri tin ir vain*-.
',0 ets. to f(-.0’i
200 pairs Blankets, while and * *!*red, fr«

«

;th

u.

containing 25 yards.

-•

to

pieces

KXt

on

*.\.v.

Those- who intend to buy a carpel t his spring •will d<> well
A Itargain Sab- n t arpetings i.« hari\
to do ho now.
\»
»-rv .>ft« i»
oirur.
advertised, and eioe-s not
In ord>
j0
stimulate business during the- eiullest month m tb. v.-ar
we- reluctantly de e ideal to do so.
\\ .- will sell all «»f ..llr
and Hrus- ••Is. also (»;i
\Ve>ol Carpetings, Tape-st ri<
-;,v
Straw Mattings and Art Square s, at greatly r du..d
In connection w it h our Carpet mgs. \\also
ff. r r.ll
ur

worth 10
ets
worth 12'_, ets
ets
worth 25
worth 25 ets
I**.; worth lJ'.cts
ets., w oit li 12 C ets
ci-.;

Goods.

Housekeepers'

are

halt 1 ri\r.N.

v
!
tin- cr
decided to
the mu" he n Lope of tin- lot
aif.u
one-lmlf
A.
B.
to
Buck,
belonging
! ‘a« k
t h
-i-tli- c. out
mile f r* m t In- j
k
f t !:•
t '■ >ve
Ul
lee
ru"
;
«
h mi*
J. s. London's
road from w In
set several years since.

Ou-'ht

cheapest

Draperies

Location of Orland*- < rc.tnicrx
Tlie Bangor Xeurs, in describing h proposed location of Orland’s in >\ * rcatmry,
was

0

at

Best Percales

Portland beside the sounding sea. They
of in lasses for every ear
use a hogshead
load of beans and these have a poetical
sweetness

t lie

Other makes e qually as
cts. pe r yard is the best

Wash Dress Goods.

lmve the
baked in

in the I'nited States, you may

Cnhleached Stanley 4 land 40-inch at
’> and i; cts
Lockwood 4 1 and 40-inch at
t; nn.l 7 (t>
Ix»ekwooU
cheap.
Sheading at 6
trade offered.

Department,

t“ 57.50;
About 20 Winter Coats from fJ.o
among them are worth $8.00 up to $20.0*).

Portland packing house puts up more
than twenty car-loads of baked beans
each year, and it is said that the Maine
bean has a flavor that eclipses the P.oston
article entirely. The Portland firm 1ms a
contract with the Pullnmn romp my. and
A

happy

-

such as (iinghams. Sateens, Percales and other Printed Dress (i aids in Sprint
colors, which will go at phenominaliy low prices. This will be tnc last chance to
get goods under the regular prices.

no

in.-uraucc.

cr.

4

3'oun'ti'snnrnts.

»<•

fat*

burn in dame*,

a

EXTRA BARGAINS
\vi‘ offered during danuarv will continue during February with New Attractions.
We have decided to continue our (Mealing and Bargain Sale during the month of
February, and have added to our many other bargains a few carh Spring (.uoib,

THE

the kitchen as cats will, caught tire and
made a dash out of the door, seeking a
f-tnr.i.ar Iri.i.n beneath the barn. She
*U had ill**
could !li>. e di-dodged, Mild

building

-.

the particular
schools
line and policy of work adopted and carried on' by each supervisor, would tend
to ele\H
the standard of school super-

George Nickerson, of Crystal, lost his
The
farm buildings in a peculiar way.
family cat, w hile disporting herself about

“It

lb.

To the Editor of the American:
I was glad to read the manly speech
y«-ur a:*ie repre^en tat ive. Mr. Il-ii'nin,

suffrage.

(losing of the Few Winter Goods we have in Stock, with
-Sprinkling of a Few Spring Goods.-

A Final
!

says:
n

quarterly meetings or semi-yearls
meetings for conference, and mutual
Papa (reading)—The naturalist, w ho
interchange of ideas upon the best had slipp ti from the edge of the precihe fell.
method-* of supervision and manageim .1
momentum as
pice gathered
of schools, the care and repair of school Mamina—Mercy! Kept right on picking
le best school supplies and texthou-*
ers even when he knew he was going
c kill d.
book-; adopt some method of bringiu j
the best available tea king ability to thYoung East kind 1 thought you t old
front and of n ourag ng young appli- me this horse
wiihjut a fault?
was
cants whoapp >ar t > po -ess the necessary
Su Oi did, sor.
Stableman
Young Fastin each town, and

The wonderful dev. lopment of the trothorse interest is shown by the fact
that, at the close of the trotting season of
1890, the total number of trotting horses
with records of 2.30 or better, was but 4,614; pacers, 1,251; at the close of season,
1894, the numbers had increased respectively trotters. 10,539; pacers. 2,605.

ting

We

at least

*■

Some of the Aroostook »• ,!u:- yet hold
of polntocs
thousand or more barn
upi.ee, and the street* are livny with
Prices arc
teams on their way to market.
A Main** potato patch
at a good figure.
is a much better paying piece of property
than a Florida orange grove, this year.
a

distinctly unapproachable by

great political i: >\enn nls that arc as suit
of a successful ending as the sun is to
rise. «»r our nat ->u to remain a republic.
Outlie Afternoon of the death of tinlate lamented editor of The American. 1
of our public :ch o!s.
There will be exceptions. There will be j met him on the street in Ellsworth and
fell into conversation.
men on the board of education, men of
Among other
deep personal in rest in the cause of things iie alluded to the woman's suffrage
public e location, w io will be unwilling i movement, a id said insubstanee: "It is
to surrender nl! responsibility and au- sure to come. It is one of those great
tiool matters to one man; ; movements that can not long be delayed."
thority
It is only woman's delicate conservabut 1 l.i.nk, in the long run, the one-man !
tism that has kept it so long in the
power will generally prevail.
Even now the school machinery, with background. It is coming. Every year
the expense of one engineer to run it, is the popular feeling is growing broader
felt to be quite a grievous burden, and and deeper in its favor. Already it lias
longing eyes scan the selectmen's report, spread oxer more than half the staUs
ana territories in .he union, and we shall
to find out how much the bill of supervisor was. Men work for money largely be ashamed of our State if it should be
in this world, and moneyless honors do among the last to fall into the line of
not allure even the giddy-minded a great
political progress, and keep pace with
while. So we may say that under the the march of civilization. Conservative
late school laws one man in each town in almost everything, let us-not be the
last to recognize the virtue, intelligent e,
will practically control school matters.
Now, would it not be well for these strength and value of the womanhood of
J. M. II.
several supervisors >ii the county to hold Maine.

elements for elficien sclu o' work?
A detailed report of he s hool houses and

j

j

CONTINUATION IE~>T;i
—CLEARING SALE,—
rvr'.y.f-V.’.'r.L
FEBRUARY,

•-

for

of the Vt ssels, the quarries and laborers
Main'-, but in the interests of the citiof New York state.

of

If a
her.
any school there may be offered
teacher starts out with the idea that she
is only half-fitted for her work -capable
only of taking the lower grade of mixed
schools, and with little confidence in her
to succeed anywhere, she had

of

zens

better

i-hers t

■

mination,

to

now

t

wages should be established
talso as to prevent bidding for the best
A person of tinent in particular towns.
herself
present day, in fitting himself or
for teaching mixed schools, ought to
have the grit, self-confidence and deterwith proper experience, to take

formity

-_;

and

find t he

and some candidates of no experience,
whose merits are known only to the suI here
pervisor of his or her own town.
are
many of these promising young
teachers with energy, ambition, mental
fitness and love for the work, who should
be properly encouraged, their excellences
all
and peculiarities noted, and known
over the county, so that every supervisor
could have a proper knowledge of all the
teachers in the county.
And then again, some system of uni-

all.

overcome,

supervisors

can

where to

ability,
see

3t)t’rrti'0tmmts.

KITTKRY TO GARIBOV.
vision throughout the county. A wider
knowledge of the teachers and teaching
Week’s Winnowing* of News,
One
ability, and particular fitness of individNovelty an«l Nonsense.
ual teachers for particular schools, is no |
The People's Fleetric Bight and Power
doubt desired by ewry supervising school
at t ala!company lias been organized
officer.
for the purpose of furnishing light, heat
in
deficient
are
towns
Some
very
with ?59,0'»0 capita! -lock.
others have a large surplus. and power,

Marked-Down Prices.

a ,o

_— M.

*

*

s

1 ake

1

A
A

2
5
5

*

no: your ears do

l NOT DECEIVE YOU

»

When you hear

medicine of which vou know*
*the contents; one that will do»
•
you some good. Do not experi-*
2 ment on yourself, it is danger-*
Sous. In taking
£
«

ren's

J
•

getting.

2 not

exactly
The proprietors

are

arej
are;

«

J

“For years I have been suffering*
greatly x\ r.h Stomach and Liver in>uble.
-ad i: Fas
u.r 1 .\ura
1 Ll c tak.ii

3benefited

me

greatly.

Am

J

stronger*

Ll’VUTd t

s
2 Sold

all

$1.00

a

bottle.jp

•

COMPOUNDED ONLY BY

2

THE LIVURA M’F'G CO., NEW YORK.

j?

by

druggists

at

price

from

Clothing

>1.25

and

J
Cured!

Has

"'i'd"!

[Others,

JOHNSON’S

;DIPHTHERO BALM;

prices
Furnishings, etc., [
our

forget

to

see

“Gaiety

our

Girl"

[

[

[

[
f

OWEN
Xo.

|

o

ZB^IECIhT,

Wnter

St.

L

►
►

^

C.

R.

FURNITURE

FOSTER,
DEALER

Positively

DIRECTOR.

2

Svwnnvvvvo-ywvvyyywvS

Flowers

furnished

FJLX2TT2B.S’

He (reading the paper; It certainly is i
!
very difficult to please a woman. SinWhat makes you think so? He- Mr.
Young, of Wabash. Minn., locked his
wife in the house: Mr. Potts, of Pekin.
Wis., locked his wife out of the house;
and now both women are suing for di-

30

and

at

all

Seasons.

32 Main Street,

W
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Used in time "ill save life
loM» -irkm--
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|
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f

I

pi»>torTrinit\ >1. I!.
»*»iO 4 li til I *r 1« 1
Ka-t ainlTid^'

k

hurt li,

<

i
j

"

dai,-::.!-"

i

.John-«*n Mcdieilie 4 o.
I wi-h to testify

etr. -i ’t vour l>i|dither<i Malm.’ au-etl It in our family and seen it u
Id
our friendWe consider it a Ijou-t
neeef-itv.
Your- fairlitul
( HAS. KI)\V. .SpATLlHNti-

\^

\
i

"

^
{

25c. and 50c., I

j
(
Co.
r Johnson Medicine
Or

AdtlreHN

'4.17 AVnNliington St.,

Ito-ton.

t

Ellsworth.

vorce.

WCouEr

Among the many useless inventions
thrust upon the world by p >p!e who like
to do useless things wa* u clock on -e exhibited in Brussels. Yne peculiar thing
about this clj'k v
;hat, instead of
striking the hours with a bell, it tired a
pistol every hour. “It’s ingenious,” said
a visitor
iii*- exhibit; .1; “but of what
use is .t ?
Why lire a j i t !?” “To kill
time,
said the witty inventor.
Some one huj suggested the sinking of
sh
eart h
12,0 or 15,000 f t
forth- purpose f-f utilizing the central
heat of the globe.
It is said that such a
depth is by no mean-, impossible with
the improved machinery and advanced
methods of the coming engineer. W ater
Ht a temperature of 200 degrees eentiv hi* h can,
I is said, be obtained
gra*i
from these deep 1 orings, would not only
heat hou.-c
and public buildings, but
would
furnish power that could be
utilized for many purposes.

>'

La borers,
Can

find

Teamsters,

Letter shoe than the

Bread Winner.
Itstrong.
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AMOS P. TAPLEY & C0-,
BOSTON, MASS.

I

-BITTERSr

HIRES

:

ft

iANCER
mjSsasssKhA

-{\V

EPILEPSY

EVERYWHERE.

CURrO

•' a
r* I have prepar1 or »»\. |-•-*(»
/mi /
ll's that
lor K»*n.l.»*tn
an »
markable ■on* in many ca-.
treatment' had failed, li \'*u -u
disease trv nm remedy. Mcdlein-\uurt"-‘l
£2.00; ttV'i inoatii-i $.'>••>), prepaid to
est expre-- oflie *I
r. »A \ N **, Hriurci-'*
I)

Pinr

pottles! co

i
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From Kev. ( has. |\

L.

SUFFLUS.

}!

DIPHTHERIA, CROUP, TONSILITIS,
ULCERATED AND QUINSY SORE THROAT,
SORE LUN6S, PNEUMONIA, NEURALGIA,
PLEURISY. BRONCHITIS, ULCERATED
TEETH, AND LAME OR STIFF BACK,

t'umhridj'e, .Mass.:

L

[

\

VUI V

i

L

<

rr,.'e.v,M.

^

AND

FUNERAL

"

No Fnilill, iirTrHii lliiit
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Mat.

J

if Pitcher^ |

in

unrivalled in Ellsworth.

Don’t

than at any Mac since ! had the»
^grippe. Am still using I.ivura, lor 1*
find that it tones up my system and
I advise*
® ives me the strength T need.
■H every one suffering, as I have, to try

J

range

Use for 25 Years.

Recommended to

afraid to give their furmu-*
•la—there is pure medicine in it;
2—nothing but medicine, and*
2
2 they guarantee it to cure.
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although not an Irishman-
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flower4,
o ertlie groves,
the breezes that float
h
Vines wreathe all those zephyr■

bowers,
mahls of Circassia thro
ffhere tin"
li-’urs
their Innocent loves.

summer eve

vale of Cashmere,
,„v;ier far than the
oning with flowers of crimson and
....hi,
,,1,-vof Youth, where,glowing and clear,
ns of glory and honor appear,
In life's morning unfold.
„-h|, h i,right

dreamed of that bright sunny
,,,, „ir, lias not
ah’,
fair,
Where all i4 illusion, enchantlngly
groves, fanned liy some cool
When-

perfumed

mountain gale,

,,|.ie«l

which, transient and

frail,
Xo„

dissolved in thin air?

are

by a fairy formed shallop, I see
There,
down the dark river of life;
\ \.,uth floating
'neath the towering palm tree
\ -j.iiit of light
ing neglec ted, while eager and free,
j,e J,
home

l* the temple of Fame;
Par oiT, l-uilt >>n air,
half seen, undefined.
It- j.il ows, like phantoms,
with flickering flame
On either hand tapers
incense to some hero’s
Consume that sweet
name,

grateful

youth’s eager mind.

to

,/,•- upon it with tixed. longing eyes,
Iie
Th- -her of life seems to glide thro’ the plain.
tries.
He i- -ure he will reach it who steadily
Ai l- now hitter will he hi- surprise
_

wing4,
M,,.t rarne.-t entreat- him to change his ra.-ii
choice.
ndcre-t tones man e'er heard he employ s,
Th,
\. ti.u- to him sweetly he >ings
watched thee -lin

Pvc
•

u

the tlrsl pure

iii‘,iveil

played round thy

1

thou thus desert

A

e.m-t

Wh.'ii all before appears

so

li«lit

hides the future,
\\

lth

assail

glory there?

That hope Is vain, that glory dmss,
It- lairv form Is passing frail;
’Twill -oon be swept before the gale
A* 1- the thistle’s downy tloss.

'I’hy morning

unclouded rose,
smiling on his way.

-uu

And hastened

I>o.st thou expect that nil the day
of lit** -ball brighten to Its close?
Kre It -hall pa.-s li
day goal
I>e-palr, and her attendant train
of mile- cursed, shall seek to stain
mid

e

With -uicide

thy Mengurcd soul.

Then turn outh. he entreatid, turn,
I.cf Me th\ pilot o r be
While floating toward- eternity,
\.»r all my counsel* proudly spurn.
«

He heed- not the
importunate cry
Id- guardlao angel deserted, alone.
One band guide- Id- bark a- he gazes on high,
While the oilier extend- toward that prize in
wan i- g.

of

He

the -ky
gladly would win for bis
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be

own.

hope,
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earnest

and

strong.
of

that

reaching

lemple

and

that

winning

prize,
While through his full s«.ul entruneinely throng
Bright i-bni.s of glory mid dancing and song,
And lie thu- to bis guardian replies
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from my
lb-vs ing,
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now

the

runny, long

life-blood

red
nr.

1

in

-hy, and yon

Is

-tore,

hope’s brilliant vision- before
glowing,
To live in that temp'e i- all I implore.
Ami

No cloud veils my

iio\v

would

be

sun

no-

are

fair to say at least

realized.*- Though

$500,000
many

must have been

improvements

had been made and much money expended, it must be evident to every one that
a small fortune must have been made by
the scheme.
Kvent ually, and at just the right time
for Col. Lewis, th controlling interest in
the Honorable
the stock was sold to
Frank Jones and associates, letting the
former owners and originators entirely
out of the enterprise.
It is only just to say that the present
company, the Frenchman’s Bay and Mt.
Desert Land Co., has continued to run
the enterprise and pay all the bills since
said sale, evidently at an annual loss, the

future

youth unrestricted enjoy
As i -t,.,
my light bark to that fair portal
gdding,
Where dark disappointment shall never annoy.
ot

Peris in soul thrilling accent- aie
singing,
And point to yon chaplet, a wreathe for my
brow;
While their silvery notes in my trained « ar are
ringing,
And can I refuse what they offer me now

There

expenditures largely exceeding the receipts. The company has made and reprivate roads, never havpaired its own
No! No! I'll go on; ami mv highest ambition
ing offered them to the town; they have
•Shall ne’er be attained till 1 reach that bright
put in an electric light plant, and kept
their water pipes in order, the latter
goal,
been tirst laid by Col. Lewis.
Where, uualllng deep draughts from the cup of having
The question of gain or loss is no busifruition,
We only
of
the town of Sullivan.
ness
■Shall be the blest lot of my satisfied soul.

wish to show that the town is not responsible for the transaction, and that
whatever loss may have been sustained
should create no sympathy for the com
pany; or in manufacturing, on the part
of the corporation, feelings of animosity against the town, as if it was in any
wav responsible for thi.- loss.
We claim to be able to show that the
town of Sullivan, as a town ami individually, had received the enterprise of
the Frenchman’s Bay Co. gratefully,
cheerfully, and with open arms; that we
made a nominal valuation of the improvements there, that the taxes were
light, and that we should not have materially increased said valuation had it
not been for the action of the State commissioners in 1890, when they added 100
percent, to our real estate, which was in
round numbers $285,(XX).
This sum, which we had to assess on the
whole property of our town to the extent
of State and county taxes in 1891, was five
mills on a dollar, which equaled$1,425. In
1892, at live and a quarter mills, it equalled
f1,495, making a sum in the years of 1891
and 1892 of $2,920. which the tax-payers
in the town of Sullivan had to pay on
account of Sorrento and Sullivan Harbor
corporations. We have never been able
to determine just how they apportioned
this among the two companies, but as
Sorrento was very much more prosperous
than the Harbor company, she was undoubtedly charged by said commissioners

Hash youth, thou dost ever too fondly' believe
Thy visions sure glories which never w ill wane,
Hut thy hopes will be blasted, they only de-

ceive
Where this stream
And

too soon

What

will per-

glides away from the plain.

’lis thus in life’s bright sunny
is far, far away seems ju-*t close

ever

spring;
at

one’s

hand;
To youth’s dreams of honor we eagerly cling,
While down on life’s pathway' red roses we
lling,
Which bloom at wild fancy’s comm and.
Hut when age comes apace, and we totter along
On our tremulous three footed ways,
" e forget the
strange power of the Peris’ sweet
song,
While we anxiously watch and unspeakably
ior

Demand for

In bulletin No. !JD, from tho Univerof Minnesota, ProfeBSorT. L Haeckrr confers a benefit on all creamery men
uml keepers of milk cows. Ho divided
tho station cows into four groups, with
reference to their boefmaking or milk
Mt. Washington is but a single peak m
producing qualities. The illustration
the midst of other mountains; whereas
below shows the regular gradation from
an
Ktaadn stands
enormous
alone,
granite upheaval, rising abruptly to a the pure beef type to tho perfect dairy
height of 5,000 feet from a base of com- type The first cow is u Shorthorn, Dido,
paratively small elevation above the sea | ”1 loeky and plump,” showing the beef

$

Vi-tal=ized Nerve

|[

Tonic.

!>

long
heaven's eternal, pure days.

Wife You say that you were detained
at the office over a.will ease?
Great Lawyer-Yes. A consultation with the heir.
Wife—Ah, yes; l see you’ve brought it
home on your shoulder. Blonde, too,
wasn’t it?
I

is

rather

a

small

matter

for

that in the Gulf, the Gorge, and at the
Great Slide of Ktaadn.
The outlook from the table-land, norl h,
south, east and west, embraces the entire
lake region of Maine, and for sylvan
beauty ami extent is far superior to that
from the summit of Mt. Washington, or
any other of the White Mountain group.
Who, of all the hundreds of tourists and
sportsmen who annually visit the Maine
woods, can ever forget the rugged, wild
scenery of the West branch, and the camps
at “Avol,” “Debsconeag,” “Pokwokamus”
and “Sourdnahunk,” or yet the dark
magnificence of Ktaadn from the bosom
of theTogue ponds at the southeast foot
of the mountain! It was here that the
pen of Tlioreau found a tilting subject
for all his writings.

It now becomes a question for prompt
decision whether this region shall be de-

J

as soon as

I
I
KI.EY, GRADE .IEESEY.
Tho butter fat cost from group 2, to
which Berkley belonged, was 15.1 cents
IiE<

a
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We warrant these sp.-.i s
plated with
lined IhjwIs.

silver, extra
handles, gold

CO.,

made of the best
pure sil\«r.
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Am greatly pleased with Souvenir Spoons.
I t.ev are almost Mentis-a. "<
sider them little cents
nt
the
we
some
bought
every respect with
use noitmot
1-air. for whir*, we paid $1 apiece. We
but Ivorine, and consider it the best washing powder.
i>
HART, Taunton, Maas.
f
s

lndapo
Made
well
a

Man of
Me.’*

Hancock,

ss. :

I\

then in our said court appear and show cause,
it any -lie have, why the prayer of said libelant should not be granted.
Ei ciM.u s A. Emkuy,
.1 ustiee ot the. Sup. .1 ud. ( ourt.
A true copy of the libel and order ot court
thereon.
Attest —John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

NOTICE OF I OK EC EOS C K E
■flfH F.REAS Samuel E Hall, of Bucksport,
Hancock county, Maine, by his mort>>
gage dated the 19th day of March, a. d. 1894,
and recorded in Hancock Registry of Poods,
vol. 278, page 268, conveyed to us, the undersigned, a certain parcel of real estate situate
in said Bucksport. and bounded as follows, to
wit:
Northerly by Main St., easterly by land
formerly owned by .John A. Buck, late of Orland. Maine, now deceased, southerly by Peland formerly
nobscot river, westerly by
owned by Stephen Bennett, now held by the
railroad company, and land of the central
Wharf company, together with all the wharf
buildings and erections on said property, including the machinery, and whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken,
now therefore by reason of the breach «*f the
condition thereof, we* claim a foreclosure
Barnard.
Julia
of said mortgage.
Frances A. Swazey.
1*.
their atty.
O.
Cunningham,
by
Bucksport, March 6. 1895.
I'PllK subscriber hereby gives public notice
to all concerned, that he has been duly
±
appointed, and has taken upon himself the
the estate of
trust of an administrator of
Nancy A. Robinson, late of Bucksport, in
used, by giving
the county of Hancock, d*
therefore rebonds as the law directs.
bted to the
quests all persons who ar
immediate
said deceased’s estate, to
v
demands
pavment, and those who have
thereon to exhibit the same for settlement.
Wm. A. Rkmick.
Bucksport, Feb. 22, a. n. 1895.

gives public notice
rpHE subscriber hereby
JL to all concerned, that he has been duly
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Nervous Diseased.
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tor
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I?."*.«0 w ilh n
p:u
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to euro or -nmiey rcluiuled. Don
written (iiiiriiid.
buy an imitation, t in in i-t on ha ving IMIArO, ll
it. w o will send it prepaid.
your druggist h i.s imi
(Jrientai Medical Co., Props., Chicago, III., or our agents.

Paresis, Sle»ple>.'!iOf
sions,etc.,caused by

talking about the distinction between a journalist and a news-

j

I VM^

DEPARTMENT.

milk

still

paper man. An old and excellent definition is this: “The newspaper man puts
into the waste basket what the journalist
writes.'’

hi

will

Columbus Souvenir Spoon
J. It. Wil
Address,’HE
(ilastouhurv. (

letting them stand covered with soapsuds in the sun. repeating the operation
several times. March Ladie'a Home Journal.
are

and

VORINE

night, then soused in warm soaprinsed and finally pulled out and
carefully pinned down while damp.
Laces must be soused, gently squeezed
and clapped between the hands until dry
or nearly so.
They may be whitened by

They

HANCOCK, SS.: To the Sheriffs of
our respective
Counties, or either
of their deputies.
—

J)

To the Hon. Justices of the supreme judicial
court next to be holden within and for the
county of Hancok on the second Tuesday of
April, a. d. 1895.
1 > ESI’ECTKT'I.EY represents Edwin X. Osgood, of Surry, in said county of Hancock, that lie was married to Sarah Osgood, his
wife, under the name of Hallowed, at Idaho
springs, in the State of Colorado, by the Rev.
Mr. Mu-grove, a minister of the gospel, and
qualified to solemnize the right of marriage in
-aid state, on the lJth day of January, a. d. 1885.
That thereafterwurds, on the 15th nay of June,
a. d. 1885, he removed to the State of Maine, to
wit, to satil Surry, said Surry being the place
of his birth, and always bis place of residence,
he being temporarily absent from the said State
of Maine at the time of his marriage, and lived
and eohahited with his said wife, at -aid Surry,
from -aid 15th day of June until the seventh
day of August, a. d. 1890, and that he has alwa’vs resided at said Surry, from said seventh
da v" "I August, 1890, to the’date of and tiling of
this libel; that he has always been true to hia
marriage vows and obligations; that on said
seventh day of August, a. d. 1890, the said Sarah
our said libelant, and left hia
Osgood deserted
home and said State of Maine, and has ever
since remained away from him and hi- home,
and that he has not -een her nor heard from her
since, that -aid desertion has been utter and
continued for more than three consecutive years
next prior to the tiling of this libel; wherefore
your -aid libelant prays that the bonds of matrimony may he dissolved between him and the
-aid Sarah ’< >sgood, and a divorce he decreed by
tni- honorable court, and as in duty bound will
ever
And y«»ur said libelant hereby
pray.
allege- and says under oath, having been duly
-Worn, that the residence of the said Sarah Osgood is unknown to him, that -he is not to hid
knowledge a resilient of the State of Maine,
and that he cannot nor has he been able to ascertain her residence by reasonable diligence.
EI»W1N N. Um "Dll.

CC.nCP IV.

Cut It Out.

; over
! suds,

1

-w.—

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock, ss.
February 20, a. d. 1895.
l’er-onal!v appeared the above named Edwin
N n-good and made oath to the truth of the
above alli gations by him signed.
GhouoE I*. Dittos,
Notary Public.

tionnd

Cleaning Delicate Laces.
Delicate white laces may be cleansed
with calcined magnesia after a receipt of
Madame Modjesk
Spread the lace on
a sheet of writing
per, sprinkle it on
both sides with magnesia, place a second
piece of paper over it, put away between
the leaves of a book for three days, then
shake off the powder, when the lace will
Laces are given
be fount! perfectly clean.
a creamy hue by
putting strained coffee
the
in
saffron
or powered
rinsing water
until the right cream or ecru tinge is
laces

——

j

New York. -Harper's Young People.

silk

^

Thu difference between these cows and
those of the third division is that they
Houston, the cow in
are deeper bodied.
sTATE OF MAINE.
Clerk’s office. Supreme Jutill! illustration, is a cross between .T‘ r
Hancock, ss
in vacation, Ellsworth, March 2,
dicial
court,
to
cross
that
;
ought
sey and Guernsey, a
a. d. IS95.
become gen, ml. Houston was the largest
I’pon the foregoing libel, ordered, That the
eater in any of the groups, hut made
before the justice of our supreme judiappear
Her butter fat cial
butter fat at least cost.
court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within and
In this for the eountv <>t Hancock, on the .-econd Tuescost only 10 8 cents a pound.
«>t April,* a. d
is;(5, by publishing an atlast group there were two Holsteins anil day
te-'ted copy of said libel, ami tlii-* order thereon,
three weeks successively in the^ Ellsworth
oue Shorthorn, the others being of JerAmerican, a newspaper printed In Ellsworth, in
sey and Guernsey blood. There wore 12 our county of Hancock, the last publication to
be fourteen days at least prior to said second
cows in all in this group, and their butof April next, that site may there and
ter fat cost on tho averago 12.1 cents a Tuesday

about the same as that of 1
Nebraska.
lu the State of MmneMda we find three
Itasca, and St. Louis,
Beltrami,
counties,
more
than 5,000
each of which covers
square miles. St. Louis county contains
the city of Duluth, whi h has more than
35,000 inhabitants, in Idaho we have two
counties, Idaho and
Bingham, which
cover an area of more than 10,000 square
miles each.
Reeos and Kl Paso counties :
in Texas contain
10,000 square miles.
Arapahoe county, Colorado, has 5,250
square miles, a part of which is made up i
of the area covered by the city of Denver.
Routt county covers b,000 square miles.
In Oregon arc six counties, in Washington three, in Nevada seven, ami in
California seven, that have each more
The largest
than 5,000 square miles.
county in the Cnited States is San Bernardino, cast of Los Angeles, California.
It covers 21,000 square miles, an area 5,000
miles larger than that of New Jersey,
Delaware, Connecticut and Rhode Island
combined, or half the area of t he state of

White

2

fendant if she may lie found in your precinct),
appear before our justices of the supreme
next tone holden in Ell-worth,
within and for our county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of April next, then and there
in our said court to answer unto Edwin N. Osgood, of surry, in our said county, in a idea of
libel for divorce and hereupon said plaintiff
exhibits the following libel:
STATE OF MAINE.

'“

Counties.

miles, which is
Cherry county,

procured.

Westbrook, fie

2

judicial court,

Youth's Companion.

| Atlantic there

Mrs. Shakespeare.
Shakespeare, who was born in April,
1504, was in his nineteenth year when he
married, writes Dr. William J. Kolfe in

^

Co.,

Everywhere.

Sold

to

pound.

~rl

1

^

is a bank
our
guarantee that this ¥
will do all we claim for it.

GREETING:

the

Between the Rocky M mnbiiin an i the
are a dozen conn ies that!
contain more .hail .,'»)) square miles.
the north- \
One of these is Aroodook,
easti-rii county of Maine, which lias an
of
miles
area
!>.it little less
square
than that of tne who'e of Wales, and
forty-two times that of the Republic of i
is
Dade
Andorra.
Another
county,
Florida, in u liicli arc t lie Florida ever- !
glades. This has an ar a of 5,»>()() spiare !

0

bottle

We command you to attach the goods or estate of Surah Osgood, ex rci publicae, to the val:
of fifty dollars; and summon the said dcue
1

true interests of the State of Maine clearly
lie in keeping all this north region in
forest, as a great game preserve and

names.

^'

^

Full Pint, $1.

! L. S.

Androscoggin rivers, and in the mat '-r
climate permanently injure the better
farming lands of southern Maine, fhe

j
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Nerve Tonic is the *.
for those Nervous

eveiy
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of

Dig
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Some
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ILccjal Xdikes.
^VTATi: OF MAINE.

llKYtiK, EUOM GROUP III.
Buttio is a Guernsey of pure blood.
Tho other two cows in this group were
Holstein and a grade Guerna grade
sey. This group were the lightest holTheir butt r
ers of tho four divisions.
fat cost 14.(1 cents a pound.
tune to have it occupied by immigrant
In group 4 Professor Haecker pbceil
French Canadians, who would clear and 1
thocows he adjudged to be of pure dairy
Little revenue to
burn off the forests.
form, as ropresi i.o 1 in
the State would ever come from such
indigent settlers; while the destruction
ruin
of the forests would irretrievably
the magnificent wattr power now furnished by the Kennebec, Penobscot and

public park.

n

J

2

^

and

of them

J^
i
J
p

which men and women in this 4)
It supplies the
climate suffer.
k
nerves wit h food, makes new blood
and removes the cause of disease
and makes you well.
Dr. Swan will answer all in- \
quiries regarding your ease free of v

2
2
2
2# charge,
With
2¥ cheek,

larger trees are cut off for lumber. Possession may then be secured by the payment of a triHing sum per acre, and if
protected from squatter* and forest tires,
will largely renew itself in
! the growth
the course of twenty or thirty years.
The entire region may thus become State
domain for the future, in the course of a
land itself, as
single generation. '1 h
should be remarked, is almost wholly
unfit for agriculture.
Nature, indeed,
would seem to have designed it as a public park.
What is true of the Mt. Ktaadn district,
is also true of the entire lake region of
northern Maine, above. Moosehead Lake,
and including also the Kangeley lakes.
It is not land of value in the agricultural
sense, and it would be a public misfor-

Mr. Simpson proceeded to show how
the petitions were obtained, and stated
that the vote of the town meeting did not
show the actual state of feeling on the
He read a
matter, as many did not vote.
letter from some of the petitioners, stating
that they had signed under a misapprehension, and desired to withdraw their

conduct.

j

acres.

acquire possession

specific

A
A

A first glance at Bettie, from group
li, would suggest there was nothing
I
sojourn
annually,
coming
wrong with her dairy form, yet ProFor
would be protitab e to the people.
fessor Haecker finds that shois too long
this is the great game region of Maine;
and under even the present lax system of
bodied for her depth. The record of this
game protection, moose, deer and bear
was good,
however, tho three
are
increasing in numbers rather than group
cows averaging 314% pounds each
diminishing.
If, in view of the expense of purchasing
these forest lands of the present lumber
owners, the State legislature felt itself
unable to act, it should take measures to

(Jciitlemen,

must, therefore, have been at least twenty-six at the time of her marriage.
Some biographers have taken the ground
that the “smart” young woman of twenty-six entrapped the boy of eighteen into
this match, which, from a worldly point
of view, was so imprudent; but 1 fancy
would have disthat the boy himself
dained to urge any such excuse for his

|

as

whose

Who is the real petitioner in this case?
I have lived in the town for sixty-four
years, and am familiar with every person
in it, and 1 never heard a whisper of a
desire to have the town divided. The
first notice 1 had of this matter was the
publication of the legislative notice in

the March Ladies' Home Journal. Of
Anne’s birth or baptism we have no
record, but the inscription on her grave
informs us that she was sixty-seven years
old when she died, August 0, 16l!3. She

J
2
2

moo, SUOKTMOUM BEEF,
butter fat for group 1, 17.5. The second
cow is Berkley, from
group 2, a grade
Jersey. Beekley looks like- a dairy cow
when compared to Dido, but on comparing her with tile fourth and last cow
lu-ro represented it will bo seen that she
has rather rounded hips and short neck
and somewhat plump outlines all over.

certain that such a park would beyears pass, not only a State playground, but a national attraction, visited
by hundreds and thousands of tourists

the

Concluding, he said: I am full of this
matter, and I have not entered into the
details at all. I do not want to punish
this Senate, and 1 know it cannot be
agreeable to you, for it is only to a silvertongued orator that you will listen, and
unfortunately I have no silver tongue.

No one disputes it. From the
day it was first prescribed by that
most eminent physician, Dr. John
Swan, it has been recommended,
prescribed and its merits extolled
¥ by the ablest of physicians.
A

i)

\

Disorders, Indigestion, Neuralgia, p
2 Rheumatism, Heart Troubles,
A Lassitude and Sleeplessness from 4)

aenuired hv nurchase and become a State
park. This tract should include the valley of the West Branch, along the Millinocket and the PamedumcooK lakes on
the south; the Chesuncook and Caribou
lakes on the westthe Sourdnahunk
mountain and a lake on the north; and
extend eastward to the east branch of
in round numbers,
the Penobscot river
It is
come,

a

unequalled demand for Vital-ized Nerve Tonic among the
people of this State is but an index
of the great good it is doing. Not
only in this vicinity but in every
New England state, Vi-tal-ized
Nerve Tonic, the wonderful remedy that makes people well is
beyond question the most reliable
production of modern medical
science.
The

4

desirable that a tract 30 miles square, of
which Mt. Ktaadn is the center, shall be

562,000

^

<>

Widespread

Vital-ized
2
¥ one

by lumbermen,tiresandasquatter
population; for a railroad has recently
been
constructed along its immediate
southern border, and already steam sawmills and other enginery of forest deIt is very
struction are gnawing into it.

Hampshire.

the Hancock county paper.
this is a snap game!

I

1

vastated

great State of Maine. We can all endure
the toothache without a wry face, provided the tooth is in some one else’s
mouth; so we can calmly divide the town
When our town
in which we do not live.
is to be divided, we kick as long as kickis
ing
possible.
In conclusion I have only to say that ;
the Sorrento enterprise commenced as a
n
rummuru
moiiey-maanig sfuemt'.
Is it wise for the
for the same purpose.
a
new
State of Maine to adopt
policy of
sacrificing the people; of dividing towns
simply to assist the managers of those
schemes? If such a policy is announced,
tin* people of the shore towns all along
the coast of Maine will know w hai to
expect, innumerable divided and .oneWill it
horse towns will be the result.
not he wise to pause before we take such
a step or adopt such suicidal policy?
The idea of creating at this late day in
the nineteenth century a new town of
100 inhabitants in the interests and at the
request of a rich corporation for selfish
purposes, is a farce too ridiculous to he
seriously entertained. The legislators of
the State of Maine will never do it unless
persuaded by a lobby that pervades every
nook and corner of this House, giving
members instructions how to vote, all at
the expense of the gentleman from New

sity

level.

|

town

PURE DAIRY TYPE.

The impression given the beholder by j form.
Tho blitter fat mad" from Dido's milk
Ktaadn is that of vast, ponderous bulK. |
The summit, indeed, is a plateau, or j cost 18.2 cents a pound; averago cost of
h
four
miles
in
mile
!
table-land,
length by
in width, diversified by minor peaks.
Not even among the White Mountains, |
and nowhere east of the Rockies and the
Sierras, is there scenery comparable with 1

not
in ref-

The stock was put on the Boston stock
board and advanc'd rapidly in price, running up to $10, $11, and 1 think $12 per
From the sale of this stock it is
share.

brightly

free, and my

ceive;
And while floating along thou

t

ma-

|

lug beam
abiding,
The pleasures

Experiments of Interests to Milkmen
and Rutter Makers.

is

|

life’- foiling stream ;
wa\ elrts on
Win n down in the w -t In* I- slowly declining,
Then come and wateh with me hi- la-t linger

!

pHrt of the

The proposed
limn half of a township.
division will cutoff about 2.000 acres, takingabout ten miles of shore line, leaving to
the town about nine miles of coast linetaking more than one-half of the entire
•.hure or water front. This, we claim, is u
serious loss to us.
The tow'ii in 1890 ha t 1.379 inhabitants.
Sorrento 1ms 111 inhabitants, ,T> poll tax
acres.
payers, and contains about 2,003
The birth of Sorrento dates from October,
unwas
formed
1K8.'), when a corporation
tier t he general law, w ith stock as follows:
! :tojkX) .snares uwned tv Charles
Lewis,
30,0 X) by W. 1). L v\ is, 30,00) by John
Shovnbar, leaving 1 >,0o • shares of treasat a par
ury stock; making in all 100,00),
value of $5 per sliuv, or $500,0. X) in all;
one dollar only paid in!

shining,
I gilding the

Hut

the

we come to the same conclusion that the
committee did that the petitioners had
no case; that there was no occasion for
division; that the town should not be
divided.
principal
We will now consider the question of
the claimed
improvements which will
overvalued.
made on Waukeag Neck if the town
be
the
What, then, are the claims made by
is divided. There are only two ways by
petitioners, or their reasons for division? which improvements can be made; one is
They arc, in a nut-shell,simply these:
been
illiberal
by taxation, the other by subscription. If
That the town has
First.
by subscription, why not do it now? The
-niggardly—in not making good roads,
does not interfere. The town does not
town
or, as they put it, roads good enough for
tax roads or parks. If by taxation (which
them; and that the town bail repeatedly
same result can be reached
denied them special appropriations for they deny),the
by a village corporation, and it is not
their roads.
if divided, the new
Second. That, if divided, the proposed double taxation, for,
town will have to pay State and county
new town would more ripidly develop.
to support their
have
will
tax.
They
These are their only claims. These,
poor and schools, and pay their incithen, are the matters we wisli particu- dental
as
expenses, just
they do now in
larly to discuss; hut iti order to do it the town
And if they desire
of Sullivan.
fairly and thoroughly, we must give na to
for improvements, they must
pay
condensed history of so much of the tow
either subscribe to do it or tax the propof Sullivan, and aiso of tile new or proit. This right they could have
do
to
now
erty
show
posed tow n of Sorrento, as w ill
by corporation charter, and it is just and
the town lias treated Sorrento, and hence
in* able to give Home good reason for our right.
Hut if a new town is made and they
refusal to make all the special appropriavote to tax the town, as they can easily
tions asked for by h r.
as anyone who witnesses their control
Sullivan, as a town, is the child, not of do,
must admit, then
of this ‘legislature
Maine, but of the general court of Massawhat w^l become of the poor native reschusetts, organized in 1789. The State of
u ho will
be
idents
subject to a tax for
Maine divided the town of Sullivan in
such improvements as this company pro1828, cutting off nearly one-half of the
Is it not plain that they will be
town, for the very good reason that she poses? to
taxed
death, that they will lose their
whs divided by nature by an indentation
little homes? if this should even be tlie
of the bay, or Sullivan river, so called,
of
the successors of this Frenchmaking it very inconvenient for the peo- purpose
man’s Hay Ijand Co., the State of Maine
ple to cross." The part so cut off took would become a
party to this scheme to
about one-half of the coast or shore line,
natives in the interest of
which has recently been considered valu- destroy the
Will the State do it?
wealth.
The
organized
able to residents of shore towns.
Mr. President, I have detained you much
area of the town of Sullivan now is by
I
than
ought. The division of a
longer
t»*,\n plan about 12,030 acres, a little more

See-t thou Fame’s temple? Pure and fair
It* colonnade and glorious dome;
\ml wouhlst thou choo*e it for thy home?
live In

The

municipalities,

on

which we will consider later.
It does not appear that the town of
Sullivan lias been unfair or unjust in its
valuation or taxis! inn osed on that part
in fact,
of tlic town known ns Sorrento,
witit was admitted hy the
been
not
bail
their
nesses that
property

enchanting hopes of power.

to

$

generosity.
I think that I
Continuing, he said:
| have
jority as against the minority.
shown that there was no animosity,
claimed hy the petitioners except
;
a divided community, no
evidence
of
no
erence to special appropriations for roads,
unfair treatment in any way; and hence

ill seems bathed In light before,
The pa-1 forgot, thou pp»*se*t on
Toward happiness too quickly gone,
fi.i-t tln»u my presence wish no more?

hope

treat

It

Who

And

to

of

unfair treatment

bright?

to

of

past,

oruw;

me now,

in youth’s swift Heeling hour,
fancy seems to lift the veil

Wi>
Thee

dead

Cause for

proposed

w
m

a

Suggestion

4

1

Tilr"ugh all thy boyhood’s happy days
I have been near to guide aright
Thy fairy bark. My whole delight
Wa- guarding all thy joyful plays.
And
W!

of

j

Hark' did I not hear a melodious voice?
•Xl. iii., that hrlghtangel’s, who, folding his

o

the town

aWjrrtfsnnenta.

A STATK PARK.

to
Mt.
Set
Apart
Katahdfn.
A most commendable movement is on
foot to set apart Mt. Ktuadn and vicinity
for a State park. It is a plan which every
lover of nature and of his country will
heartily approve. This grand mountain—
named Ktaadn by the Penobscot Indians,
but sometimes spelled Katahdin—occupies the geographical centre of Maine.
Although not as lofty as Mt. Washington, a hundred and eighty miles to l.e
southwest, it yet has the appearance of
being a larger and grander mountain; for

|

,11ug liN efforts all vain.

on -ii

of

Sorrento, might be

off

A

State Assessor Burleigh, and are part of
the record of said committee’s doings
and yet they charge us with being niggardly! These two sums toget her making the nice little sum of $1,441, which the
taxpayers of Sullivan, exclusive of Sorrento, have been obliged to pay on account of our liberality to Sorrento in
Under this state of things
four years.
would you not naturally expect the town
anot
her request for special apto reject
propriations? Were not the voters justified in not voting to tax themselves more
causes.
How is it with the proposed division of i under the circumstances? They would
have done the same thing for any special
us
examine
Let
the town of Sullivan?
in any part of the town,
all the facts bearing on this case, and see appropriation
and
their refusal to do so for Sorrento is
if we can discover any evidence of either
evidence of animosity or niggardlino
sufficient
other
or
of these causes,
any
The quiet, uncomplaining way in
ness.
cause.
was paid, is
First, it is not in evidence that the which this excessive tax
rather strong evidence of their fixed inlocation of the town in reference to town
the
Sorrento
to
be
liberal
with
house or post-office will in any way lie ! tention
tax payers.
improved by the division, b>r the pro- j
Mr. Simpson then went on to explain
posed line of division is only a few rods the
system upon which the town of Sullifrom the town house. Then, it cannot be ;
van
divided the burdens for roads and
will
division
claimed that the
....i...i
..»* i...
i,,
i.
lu-t t*-r (vnvi'iif t lie neoi If.
of the town, showing that in
section
Second. Neither ii there any evidence |
as in others, Sorrento had
of the existence, either in the present or I this respect,
but with
or of ! been treated not only justly,
two
the

manhood's tierce strife.
Ho ha-ten- towards

S„

Simpson

this question of
division on a purely business basis, as
founded upon facts principally elicited at
the hearing of the case before the committee on towns.
I claim to be somewhat familiar with
the policy of the State of Maine in reference to the division of towns, and I claim
that the policy of the State has been
uniformly against the division of towns
except for the following reasons:
First. When the boundaries of said
divided parts would make it more convenient for the people.
Second. In cases where there were -by
reason of prejudice and unfair or unkind
ami long-continued intolerance and animosities between different sections or
villages the essential elements of two
distinct municipalities, which hail for
several years existed, thus
making it
beneficial to both sections to divide.
In such cases the policy of the State
has been in favor of division, and evidently wisely so, because the good of the
people would be promoted. In all other
for all other reasons, her
cases, and
policy has been against division. This
policy lias been so uniform, until within
a
few years, that attempts have rarely
a
division except
been made to g*-t
founded on one of these just and proper!

J-I,1.

.,„.n

to set

Simpson said:
My purpose is

su,l„glng

with visions

E.

issue, the able and forcible
Hon. U. E. Simpson in the
Senate will be of interest. If all bills
were won or lost
by the arguments on
the floor of the Senate or Tfnuue, instead
of in “the lobby,” it is doubtful if the
divisionists would have won. Senator
called

speech

hlossom with sweet scented

^rliagiog
„-„,„-d

<1.

While the division

Sullivan,

plaintive

,r.,(ta

Hon.

Opposing Division.

.roves bloom In perennial spring,
ln the sunbeams so bright,
pear In the ilead of the night
note sing.
Its

l,err‘

Vr,.

of

blushes In light,
„f Cashmere softly

FOR

with the most of this increase, hut they
have left no record. Let us be liberal.
We will for this discussion divide it
equally, which gives a sum of $1,460 paid
Sordii account of under-valuation of
in two years.
rento by the assessors
About two-thirds of this, $975. was paid
by the resident tax-payers of Sullivan,
Dutside of Waukeag Neck, increasing the
rate of taxation for 1890 from 8j/> mills, to
13 mills in 1891, and the same in 1892.
This increase carried the poll taxes from
*2.50 to $3, and hence increased the taxes
Df every resident of Sullivan.
Under the existing condition of things,
would any sane business man have asked
for an especial appropriation for Sorrento
Dr any other part of the town with the
least hope of carrying it? It came from
We paid the taxes,
outside of them.
for a
hut this same year they asked
special appropriation of $500, and it was
for
voted down. Our reason
voting
Against it is readily found in the facts
given. We think, under all the circumstances, we were justified in doing it.
In 1892, after two hearings by the State
Assessors, we were given a reduction of
*150,000 in our town valuation. This still
left $67,000 of valuation by the State for
State and county taxes in excess of the
entire valuation by town assessors. On
11
sum the town paid 5'4 mills, equal to
$3ol, for each of t he years of 1893 and 189-1,
making for both years $700, wholly and
totally on account of our liberal valuation of real estate at Sorrento. These
acts were confirmed by the testimony of

SORRENTO.

SOI.I) by S. I). Wigqin, Apothecary, Main Street,
ELLSWORTH. ME., and other Leading Drug-

|

*isi*

appointed and has taken upon himself the
trust of an administrator of the estate of
James M. Dorr, late of Orland, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, by giving bonds as the
law directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make immediate payment, and those
who have any demands thereon to exhibit the
Montai.de Dorr.
same for settlement.
Orland, Feb. 13, 1895.
Don’t be alarmed when people slander
It might, perhaps, be even worse it
"they told the truth.
you.

|

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional County Xews

see

other pages.

Brooklin.
A. G. Blake, who has been dangerously
ill with meningitis, is slowly recovering.
A large number from this place attended the county grange at North Sedgwick, March 8.

Bayside school,

under

relatives.

The welcome sound of the factory j
whistle is heard again after a silence of
is at
only three months. A small crew
Jordan, 99.
work making cans, also packing baked j 96; Rodney
March 18.
beans.
Mrs. B. L. Phillips, w ho has been ! West Sullivan.
and
spending the winter in tall Kiver
V. B. Gordon and John Springer have
Jiew York, arrived home Wednesday. each purchased a new milch cow.
Miss
her
niece,
She was accompanied by
William McKusic received a bad fracSayles, of Fail Kiver.
ture in the shoulder by falling on the ice
La Mouche.
a few days ago.
O.

Last Wednesday was a red-letter day
for the Odd Fellows of Brooklin. Several
months ago they had decided that Brooklin presented a favorable field for a lodge
of that order, and accordingly applied for
a charter for a subordinate lodge, which

|

aay

wa** usnereu

m

iiu

n

uunj

Donnell, V. G.; Erastus J. Carter, secretary; G. R. Allen, P. S.; George W. Winslow. treasurer.
A vote of thanks was extended to the
ladies of Brooklin for t he excellent supper served I y them in the town hall.
The new lodge
begins its existence
under the most favorable conditions, and
with the best wishes of the community.
The officers and members are Stirling
men and count among their number some
of the foremost citizens of the town.
We bespeak for Brooklin lodge a bright
and prosperous future, and heartily wish
for it ail the success that the order so

richly deserves.
South Hancock.
at

W. L. Coggins is spending his vacation
home.

Mrs. II. D. Ball spent last week at Bar
Harbor visiting her son, W. H. Ball.
in the hall Tuesday
by a sociable and dance.
Rev. Mr. McDougal spoke in the school
house at the Ferry last Sunday morning.
Miss Georgia Coggins, of Bangor, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Coggins.
A

supper

night,

served

was

followed

Mr. and Mrs. Lew is Bunker, of Eastbrook, were the guests of Miss Martha
Wooster last week.
We

are

has

who

to hear that O. W.

triad
been

confined

nearly all winter,
meeting.

was

to

able to

Young,

the

house

attend town

School teachers are quite numerous in
this locality. We hear that the supervisor of schools has had about twenty
applications for the seven schools in
town.
four

nieces

Miss Susie Kelley and
Miss Kelley,
arrived
home Monday.
after a short vacation, will commence her
school again in Vinalhaven, where she
has been employed for the past tour
her

years.
Last

Saturday afternoon

a

large

com-

pany of men and boys met at Samuel
Johnson's and had a chopping bee. A
bountiful supper was served by Mrs.
Johnson, and a very enjoyable evening
was

spent.

March
North

W.

19.

Sedgwick.
COUNTY GRANGE.

County Pomona
North Sedgwick
grange was held at
March 8.
Although the day was stormy
a large number of patrons were present.
The grange was opened by W. O. John
Staples of Brooklin who occupied the
chair during the day.
A

meeting of

Hancock

excellent address of welcome was
read by Inez Page of Sedgwick grange.
The following granges reported: East
Bluehill, Penobscot, Kainbow, Sedgwick,
and Brooklin.
The lift lx degree was conferred on a
In the afternoon the
class of twelve.
following question was discussed:—“J?esolred: that agriculture does not hold
out sufficient inducements to young men
to encourage them to choose it as an ocA

cupation.”
The question was opened by John E.
Dority of Bluehill, in the affirmative, and
Pascal Friend, of Sedgwick, in the negative. A lively discussion followed and
the question was decided in the affirmative.
The fullowing questions are for discussion at the next meeting: “In what
ways can the grange be of most benetit to
Is it the farm or the
the town?” and
man that makes success?”
Of the dinner and the supper furnished
by Sedgwick grange it is only necessary
to say that the sisters of that grange fully

..*

c

ii,

v

Ai kiYi)

tjuiiitit

"I d ratl.er have a
nutmeg than fatll(,„
said the idiot.
“Why,” said the H
man.
“Because,” replied the idiot,
is for the great, but the
nutmeg

ia',or ,,C

greater.”

One of
troubles

your

first

vour

and

your

teeth, which

|a,tin
head,
n

uImioiis, ami
never
tormenting you from the time
them till they cut you. Charlc.t
itii

i%tm

with less trouble. Am now having runners put on t tie hose carts, w hieh will be a
great improvement in getting to fires in
Several other repairs
the winter time.
have been made this year.”

con v

,.

vou'T?

I)icke„l

1’apa Why don't you sit down? To®,
my This morning I asked you how mtuv
made a million an' you said “darned
f(.w ■■
1 told teacher thnt in arithmetic
class*
to-day, an' that's why I can’t sit
_

HANCOCK HALL.

The report of the janitor of Hancock
hall shows the receipts for the year to

down.

iltUjtrtiBcmcnta.

12, 1894,
city notes Issued,

Balance Feb.
Proceeds of

126.41

♦

WHITING BROTHERS.

8,900.00

Amount transferred from school dls

tricts,

119.4s

Received from Suite of Maine
School fund and mill tax, 1894,
Bailroad and telegraph tax,
Reimbursement

4,091.42

124.20

Rebate nii ilug lleenses of 1893,
Received from Sundry Account
Tuitions at high school,
K. W. Lord, credit text book fund.

SEASON

1895.

—

CARPETINGS and WALL PAPERS.

26.50
12.64
49.0<>

high school,
hall,
Rent- high school dwelling
house,
com.

Rents of Hancock

For licenses

—

250.00

Reimbursement for soldiers' bur
ial expenses,
ul
l.lbrarv allowance, 1894,

"

1895.

501.6S
S88.00

pensions paid,
Full payment high school, 1894,
state

29.00

From settlement tax deeds and
non resident taxes,

OF

Brussels anil

Moquette,

78 67 |
1"? 75

granted,

IL HUNT IE

FULL

A

j

»•**

Tapestry,
EVER.

AT LOWER PRICES

MV

•'

«

unit

on

••

Leadin'; Ingrain Carpets

grades

...

j

uiuiu

*332.30; expenditures, BmJ
,<w»

proceeds, f29.

THAN
From dog licenses, 1994,
256.00 j
IU l-’U Ul
•T. H. Higgins, collector of 3192,
1,574.37 i
ed with special care.
ici "l
iiintnir,
ami EX KIDDERMINSTERS will I,,
| FERN BROOKS
Some legal provision might be made
•I. H. Higgins, collector of ]>l*4
to put these into control of the counties
this season, with I.<)\\'_
our
Mate tax,
4,967.32
npou recommendation of the grand jury,
< ounty tax,
a close second.
.3,218.oo
FEES
.......
approved by tho courts, and certain
C itv tax.
30,843.87
MANIIA I I A NS. ( N 1 () N S.
we show
license taxes now paid to the state
-i In the lower
Surry.
rotal.
to
#63,491.91
to
the
counties
diverted
bo
might
\Y. L. Thomas left on the boat Monday,
and HEMPS.
LINENS
I'ISHt RSFMF >T>
for the increased cost
for Boston, to join his vessel for a trip to j provide specially
C ity orders of ls'.d,
#.39,06771
of improving and maintaining such
tht West Indies.
1850,
2,813.06
Well
"
'*
grounded complaint
We take pleastire in calling your attention to our line of
highways.
is**2, with Interest,
2414»U
laws
which
the
existing
permit City abatements,
against
74j 7:,
Railroad.
Washington County
taxpayers to "work out” their road < ounty tax in full,
3,2ls.no
A meeting of the stockholders of tin
In these State tax in full,
taxes is steadily increasing.
4,5**.732
Washington county railroad was held at
of
state pensions,
ss* 00
days of organization and subdivision
Maehias last week. George A. Curran, of
2V' no j
labor this relic of primitive usages l>og Ueenses paid state trea.-urer,
Calais, was elected president. George A.
I
nterest
on
city notes,
57S.01 |
might he profitably abandoned. Tho
Mnrchie. of Calais, secretary, and Noel B.
2,523.00 ]
time for periodical or spasmodio road City coupons,
d
II. Higgins, collector ls«3, f<»r list of
Nutt, of East port, treasurer.
meudiug has passed. The supervisor,
1
non
to
re-ident
taxes
returned
amendments
2: 5.12
The recent legislative
unpaid,
with a few permanent hands and imIPrices from lO cts.
<>n temporary l.*an of ls*4,
A board of
.’,,7*0.00
the charter were adopted.
“on
road”
bo
the
can
proved machinery,
Note issued ]s>2. order of M Hoggin-,
].00,
eighteen directors w as elected. The fol- to public advantage at all times, giving Note issued
l-.*e, or*ler >•( Dennis
lowing were chosen exeeutive directors: bis attention wherever and whenever it
300-00
Foley,
George A. Curran. George A. Murchie, Is needed. The ordinary practical busi- Balance Feb. 12, isio,
1 p t
Samuel 1). Leavitt, John K. Ames. Wilness system of
maintaining any other
Wo have this Season in Linoleums,
liam M. Nash.
valuable property subject to expensive
#63,491.91
for
the
outlook
the
made
The speakers
r HFCKIITS AND
"wear and tear” needs to bo applied to
KXPFNDITI'HKS.
wo
road hopeful.
public roads, and any legislation which i I lie expenditures of the city have been
can promote this or remove existing ob- 1 published in Thk Amkkican from
month
16-4 Linoleums have never been shown in Ellsworlh before. II
MAINTAINING 1*1 I ILK IIK II \\ AY>. structions to it merits approval.—Gov- to month in the roll of accounts. The
It will wear a lifeneed a Floor Oil Cloth. Try Linoleum.
you
Pattison's
ernor
Message.
following recapitulation of the receipts
Oil
Cloths from 25
and
and
8-4
Hand*
4-4.
6-4
We shall still carry
Stop
time.
and expenditures will
Kmplo> Permanent
be *>f interest.
The Iload Movement In Missouri.
The receipts include the balance from
“Working Out the Taxes.”
to
40
cents
per square yard.
Tiie Missouri Roads Improvement as1893, the appropriation for the past year,
At the good roads bureau of the agrisociation at a recent meeting decided
ami
in
some
inforinstances, accounts transcultural department tbo cheering
for tho present to recommend only for
In addition to regular Carpetings we offer
ferred from other funds, principally from
mation is given that the prospects are
the consideration of the legislature tho
t
he
bridge fund :
good for a lively agitation this year of change of time in commencing work on
the road improvement question in every
Fund.
Receipt-. Kxpemlit. Bal.
roads and the paying of the poll tax in
#6,035 11 $5,013.08 #1,0-22.03
-A Mipart of the country. The bureau already cash into the general revenue fund, and Contingent,
Highways,
5,255.13
4,066.67
has a list of about 30 legislatures in
1,188.4*:
that tho work be done by hired labor
CARPET LININ'.>.
JAPANESE Rl'GS,
SMYRNA Rl'GS,
>i*b walk,
498.72
3s.93
1,459.75*
which bills for this purpose have been
under the direction of an overseer. In
BRUSSELS SAMPLES,
Brhlge,
965-36*
2,05*7.11
STAIR OILS,
1,15*1.75 THREAD,
inor will be introduced, the trend of
support of this it is urged that coercive
2.06
it} l’oor,
4,002 Oti
4,000.00
CARPET SWEEPERS,
WILTON RUGS,
tention in most cases being in the diMOQUETTE RI GS,
labor is distasteful. People do not relish City Schools,
8,1*76.02
7,017.60
1,1158.43
TAPESTRY SAMPLES,
LINEN STAIR COVERS,
BINDING,
the
direcunder
a
tax
ont
working
poll
100.91
High Srb''i*l,
2,536.5*8
2,427.o7
EXTRA SUPER SAMPLES.
while hired help would Insane Poor,
tion of a "boss,
787.13
670.82
116 31
1,442.86
145.86
1,25*7.00
expect nothing else, and better results Police,
1,5*11 .'4
f*>r 11
1,911.54
Wr have taken especial care In selecting «>ur designs and >•< '■ r.r
would follow; also a cash poll tax Fire Department,
.354 **7
351.82
3.15
season, and the favor with which our special brand—Fend.rook Extra Supcr-l iwould double the amount of available City Library,
< it} Debt,
.3,000.(10
1-een received by the trade, has warranted our purchasing largely In excess of ti
1,300.00 1,700.00
revenue.
Interest,
3,041.42
523.55
3,117.87
pa-t. We respectfully -ugge.-t that it is to your interest to -ec our good- l>e-f•
j
A Reasonable Demand.
426 17
.31*9.62
26.55
j IV xt lb*.ik.
buying.
<«"
2.200
.iOu.OO
1,5*60.00
That farmers should be relieved of a j Water,
bleelric
1,2'4 00
7SO.05
42,7.',9 We are the
Rooms deDealers in Ellsworth
pnrtiou of the burden of maintaining J DBeount.I.iglit,
3.715 21*
3,715 25*
tho public roads is a reasonable demand j
/VII
Sell""' House,
! .3*10 no
1,274 55
25.1'
and Wall
voted
to the Sale of
and is heartily concurred in by tho best * oiii. H
05*i 25
Srhoo',
555.27
94 1*8
citizens.—Hon. Edward Burrough.
State Tax,
4.967.32
32
4.907
( ounty Tax,
3.21K0**
3,218.60
I
5*24.77
t’nup.
1*24 77
Money,
3lmrrtisniicnts.
7*"i was tran-ferred from bridge fund to
I other Iund-a- follow.- tire department. #30o;
I text books. #.Vi; M-houi h.iu-e, #->**o. sidewalks,
"I'iUi

Large delegations were present from the
lodges at Ellsworth and Bluehill, and the
steam yacht “Mascot*’ brought twenty-

duly

ASSETS.

have been
net

RECEIPTS.

The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Emery
Colson died Saturday. The parents have
the sympathy of the community in their
bereavement.

*-■*

the order.
The initiatory degree was conferred by
Bluehill lodge, and the first and second
degrees by Lejok lodge of Ellsworth.
The following officers were elected:
Lucius B. Bridges, N. G.; J. J. Mc-

a

Monday

MAR-

DEPART-

no

ever

Franklin.

Hakes, but in spite of the lowering
skies members of the order from other
lodges began to arrive at an early hour.

The
brethren from Bar Harbor.
charter members of the new lodge are as
follows: Lucius B. Bridges. Herman P.
Carter, Erastus J. Carter, Yetts M. Cain,
J. J. McDonnell, Sterling L. Carter, Edward W. Griffin, Warren S. Ford, Seth I.
Smith, George W. Winslow and Joseph
M. Smith.
Twenty-one new members
were
initiated into the mysteries of

next

FIRE

business for the municipal year ending
Feb. 11, and embodies reports of all
departments of city work and all city
instit ut ions.
treasurer’s report.
Following is h summarized statement
of the city treasurer’s report:

and certain classes of bridges, too, are
of snch general nso and necessity that
their construction is undertaken by
counties. Bo some public ways, traversing the direct route between principal
points or populous centers, are of very
general interest and might be required

social dance at the town
evening, March 25.
F. B. Grant and E. W. i>eBeek arc the
managers. Wilson's orchestra.
There will be

hall

«J

public highways are a concern reaching
beyond township, borough or town lines,

Waltham

snow

two

at

G.

duly granted, and on W ednesday.
March 13. Brooklin lodge No. 133. I. O.
O. F.. was instituted in due form.
The grand officers present were Samuel
Adams, grand master, and Kussel G. Dyer,
grand marshal.

k

V.1 A

any considerable liegluning at constructing roads in all the
districts of the commonwealth. By providing that the counties and not townships shall bear tho original cost of new
roads the law already recognizes that

evening.

was

me

party of workmen employed

V

LIBRARIAN.

r
Ellsworth issued recently contains tin
usual comprehensive report of the city
*t*»

make

state to

Bar
Harbor chartered the little steamer “Mascot." to take them home to Sullivan, and
spend Sunday at home, returning in the
A

F.

W tJ

OF

MENT-LIABILITIES AND

1891 and in my biennial executive message of 1893, tho difficulties in tho way
of snch a proposition are not only the
wide differences of opinion as to a fair
basis of apportioning state aid, but the
vast sums of money required for the

~

I. O.

A

CITY

OF

CHIEF

SHAL,

improvements.
Bnt, as I pointed out in my disapproval of tho so called "road law” of

—

LODGE,

-...»

REPORTS

my to make and keep up good roads,
ami a prevailing and well 'directed local popular sentiment in favor of snch
public enterprises will generally suffico
to secure them. The enormous state appropriation to schools has naturally created some demand for state aid to road

March 16. The term has been
pleasant and profitable, though somewhat broken up by illness. The tine progress made does credit to both teacher j
Rank taken by pupils is as
and pupils.
follows: May llodgdon, 99; Myra Reed.;
97; Lucina Reed, 98; Samuel Jordan. 98;
Henry Jordan, 98; Robert Dow, 97, Leona
llodgdon. 98; Nellie Dow, 94; Estelle Dow
closed

Weston Gott and wife, of Woburn.
Mass., formerly of this town, came on
Wednesday’s boat for a short visit to

BROOKLIN

1

■■

at

YEAR JUST ENDED.

many districts lias
Experience
proved tho practicability and economy
of making a few miles at least of good
The
permanent roadway each year.
saving effected by increased efficiency
and by reduced expenses for repairs has
in

1

THE

BUSINESS FOR

MUNICIPAL

tures.

efficient

the

Introduced III Thirty IveglsliiWheelmen Hard at Work.

Bills

Nearly all the visitors stopped to attend
the regular meeting of Sedgwick grange
which was held in the evening. A line
literary and musical program was prepared and well carried out.
Seal Cove.

teachers

pnhlic pxamipstinn of thp
for the spring term of school, was held
the corner school-house Saturday.
A

in that line.

member of the Are department has
disobeyed my orders at any Are, and
all have worked manfully ami worked
together, doing honor to themselves as
well as to the citizens, and 1 thank them
all for t heir aide support.
“There have been added to the Are department fur the year one hook and ladder truck and company of thirteen men,
hundred feet of hose, one dozen
seven
smoke protectors, have built one engine
In the ways of rc|>airH have had
house.
Dirigo engine titled so as to use horses

CITY REPORT.

TO BOOM GOOD ROADS.

upheld the reputation they have gained

|

CHINA AND JAPAN MATTINGS.

1

<

JOINTED, JOINTLESS,

WHITE and FANCY

and COTTON WAKPS.

upward.

...

CJjVES.

LIJNTC

and tour yards wide,

Floor Cloths, t

ATiTi CARPET SUNDRIES,

«•

_

_

having
Carpets

only
exclusively

Paper.

—-

WHITING BROS..

C. H. EMERY,

THEY WANT GOOD ROADS,

rection of the appointment of

state

of

tho

bills

introduced

10 A I. Kit

IN

Farm Propert?. Timnerlanfl,

also

ons with broad tires, but as it is thought
that a compul.-ory law would be offensive to many farmers those who have
made a study of this phase of tho matter favor a certain discount of the tax
for every person who puts into use tho
broad tire.
Tho League of American Wheelmen
is doing good work everywhere by its
persistent booming of the cause. Nearly every town throughout the country
has an enthusiastic band of wheelmen,
who are doing all in their power, and
that is considerable, to advance tho good
roads movement, and altogether the
prospects are bright for improved coun-

A NI

>

HEAL ESTATE
j

OF

KINDS

ALL

AND

DESCRIPTION.

OFFICE,

Peters’

Block, Ellsworth.

One Thing
s Certain

adjective cold,
head boy.
Positive cold, comparative cough, superlative coffin, triumphantly responded Neschoolmaster

This
a
much increased use of the
since it was made free,
it
has thus bet-n made
more
useful in
one direction, but the
necessity of reindicates

th»

to

his

Big fortunes everywhere accompany the efforts of big adverThese people began in
tisers.

hemiah.

—

Children Cry for
Pitcher’s Castoria.

1

1

“the crying need now is that the
library be kept open every day, and be
made a reading room as well as a
library.

The trustees urge upon you or your successors some action to this end.
“In the new books added, the trustees
have endeavored to get the best in each
department and to keep up each department so far as the limited sum at their
disposal would permit.”
The report of the librarian shows the
total number of books now in the library
to be 3,474, 120 having been added during
the year.
The numbers of books bound
during the year was 332; number now in
need of binding, 67.
marshal’s report shows the
total number of arrests for the year ending Jan. 31, 1895, to have been thirty-live,
of which twenty-seven were for drunkenthree for
ness,
assault and five for

who will assure you that

During the year the night officer found
the doors of thirty-five business places
unlocked, and notified the proprietors.
The has been four fires in the night
were

rung

ADVERTISING
I
{} I
f

PATS~

*

I

Here's :i good spot to
put YOUK announcements.

HBaHHBHHiHHUH:

Your Honor and Board
permit me to say that your
board of engineers considers these companies second to none in the State.
“The tire department has three hand
engines, five hose carts, one book and
ladder truck, twelve ladders, one fire
hook, three engine houses, two of them
in the city
proper and one at Ellsworth
Falls.
We have had eleven fires and three
false alarms, at all of which the companies were prompt and ready for busiYour Honor, let me say here, that
ness.

Agency for Hancock County. ««£*(

A.

FREDERICK

COOMBS.

jTRUESwIELIXlKj
Is
11

an Infallible remedy for all kinds of Worms In Children or Adults.
cures all Children's Diseases and for adults In citsc* ;>l t o.:>up.tt iou,
Jhliousness, Foks of A p petite, Jaundice, Dizil ue*«, iiead.chi', iorpol
Fiver, etc., it has no e^ual. Jt Is, in fact, a general Family Mcdiciiu-.
0
\ In use 43 years. A greater fkvorite now than ever. Purdy vegetable
{9 and harmless. Price 85 cents, at all druggists, or of the Proprietor*,

*
1

d

DR. J. F. TRUE A

| 9 We make the Treatment of

J.JENRY
PLANS

AND

ESTIMATES

KINDS
FKAXIXG

AND

OF

Just Received.
ash to«ike

THING

Oil'.

Bl'ILDEIt.
MADE

OF

ALL

BUILDINGS.

AM) STAIH-BUILDIXG

cost.

DevilBin WliistlB,

LATEST

just received from New York 400 Photograpldc and IVr-peetlve View-, with plan* of
to
same, of Modern Cottage-*, costing from
i»>,Ouo. Beautiful styles and convenient designs
moderate

i
t

Rubber Blarters.

1

Fine Assortment
JUST

FOR

ofj'urtiiins,

ITT.

FRKS1I

I have

at

__
*-*««

Marbles,

MOOR,

CON rRACTOR

K

Bird Kites,

are

“What do you think was the present
Bibbs gave to the fellow that married his
“I haven't the ieast idea.
ex-wife?”
What was it?” “Gave him a medal for
bravery. Now what do you think of
that?”
L-

A

1

a

who

How

0a
^
#

Auburn, Me.
CO.,
specialty. Write for Pamphlet.

Tape-worm*

has had both
ye these days,
Well, Oi
Casey? Casey (cheerfully).
can’t kick. Oi hav both hands yet, so Oi
feel all roight.

Murphy (to Casey,

legs amputated)

vagrancy.

der company.
of Alderman,

Have tlic Sole

r0" I

city

time, the alarms of all of which
in by the officer.

■

can

binding books lessens the amount of
money available for new books, and hinders the increase of the
library. This
will explain the small addition
during
the year.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
a small
way, but they kept
Chief Engineer E. I). Carr, of the tire
everlastingly at it, told what
department, in his report, says:
they had to tell in bright, dear
“The fire department is composed of
ones
the
terms, and they are
three hose companies, one hook and lad-

It would be n jolly good tiling for a
great many couples on their way to be
married, f they could only be stopped
in time and brought back separately.
Charles Dickens.

He (literary j—Doyouadtnire Burns?She
(Chicago)- Very much; I think Mayor
Strong acted very wisely in leaving him
in charge of the police department in
New York.

dii£
It is always ready for use; it deans itself every time it is used; the flow
-lid
be increased to suit writer by slightly turning pen back into barre l; !.. 1
ell
school children can carry it in any position and it will not leak; when the phi
-lit is impossible to get any ink out; it never drops ink or floods when writing;
not gum or foul, as it is always moist; the Gold Pens are the very best made, and
warranted unconditionally; the aasertment includes Ix>ng, Medium and Short N-:,S
and Fine, Medium, Coarse and Stub Points, to suit every hand.

library

The

It is strange but true that cold cash
always burns in the spendthrift’s pocket.
An amateur editor has just made a
fortune by his pen. His father died of
grief after reading one of his leading
articles, and left him £60.000.

A FOUNTAIN PEN THAT IS AYAHHANTED.

CITY MARSHAL’S REPORT.

try highways.

a

bridge.-was only

ri-juiring rebinding is increasing.

provisions either compulsory or
suggestive in regard to the use of wag-

Nehemiah, compare

:

CITY LIBRARY.
E. A. Emery, chairman of the city liI'rar;. committee, in submitting the" anneal report <>f the librarian,
says: "You
\i!l ob-erve that the number of books

;

contain

said

on

com-

missions rnd conferring on the counties
tho power to issue bonds and levy a
money tax in place of the primitive system of allowing farmers to "work out"
their road tax when and how they

pleased.
Many

I

CAM) IKS,

GO TO

Holt

s

Variety Store.

i

